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PREFACE

This book is intended as a sequel to the author's memoir published by the

American Mathematical Soeiety in 1979. The author presented part of this mate-

rial.in a talk in the confetence on 'Theory of Regular Semigroups and Applications'

conducted in the Department as well as in the talk given at the semigroup theory

_peuegu1g1 conducted along with ihe American ll'Iathematical Society Conference in

i; the faifiof 1987 in Lincoln. Also a series of seminars were conducted in the Depart-

ment of:.tittqgg.ratics, University of Kerala on this material. The author wishes to

thank Mr. C. S. Ling of McGill University, Canada, a student of Professor A. M.

Mathai for the painful task of computer-setting the manuscript, Mr. K. Gopinatha

Panickcr and lr{iss K. T. Martiakutty of the Centre for Mathematical Sciences for

looking after the printing and the Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Trivandrum-

14, Kerala State, India and its Director for bringing out this monograph in their

publication series.

K. S. S. Nambooripad
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STRUCTURE Or REGULAR SEMIGR,OUPS, il
CROSS-CONNECTIONS

K. S. S. NAMBOORIPAD

Introduction

At present there are two established procedures for analysing the structure of
an arbitrary regular semigroup-the theory of biordered sets (cf. [3] and [22]) and
the theory of crss-conn'rctions (cf. [9] and [21]). The concept of a biordered set
gives,a concrete foriifor the structure of the set of idempotents of a semigroup
and thus'helps'to'visiralize this important structural component as a mathemat-
ical olject on its.,gyl right. T.he.four spiral biordered set? [2] is an especially
niceexample of.a;ffird.ered set,'w'trithican be visualized in this manner. Other
interesting exarifples of biordered set$ can be found in [7]. We refer the reader to
l22l fot the definition;:of biordere$,pe,ls. where it'is also proved that every regular
biordered set corhes frcirn a rbeuiei..sp,p-1erOu-n. The result that every biordered
set'comes frorna'semigroup i*a""li".p&dirwn(cf.l [o]). On the other hand, a
cross-connection characterizes the idsal Structure of a regular semigroup. These

"r*heories are complementary,in the sense that, while the theory of biordered sets
,' i6 more elementary and explicit, the theory of cross-connections is essentially ab-

stract and so it is more natural when one studies semigroups that arise in diverse
contexts, such as semigroups of matrices, linear operators, etc. The scope of these
theories is limited by the fact that they mainly apply to study fundamental regular'
semigroups. Recall that a semigroup S is fundamentalif the only congruence on
5 contained in the Green's relation lf is the identity congruence. However, the
concept of. inductiue grcupoids, discussed in 1221, is useful in studying arbitrary
regular semigroups. In this'paper we shall consider a generalization of Grillet's
theory of cross-connections that will be complementary to the theory of inductive
groupoids.

Let ,5 be a regular semigroup. Hall [11] showed that there is a representation
$ of S bypairsof mappingsonthepartiallyorderedsets.I = S/n and A = SlL,
where f;. and A are Green's relations, defined as follows: for each r € ,S

6@): (r",1,)
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where r': A * Lll,z I ---+ 1] is the map defined by Lur, = Lu,fI,Ru = .&"]' He

showed that 6 is faithful if and only if 5 is fundamental. In [11]' Hall also gave a

construction of the maximum fundamental regular semigroup associated with '9'

Grillet's theory of cross-connections may be viewed as a refinement of Hall's

ideas. Grillet characterized the partially ordered sets f and A as regular partially

ordered sefs and the relations between them in terms of cross-connect'i'ons' A

cross-connection between -I and A consists of two mappings I: -I -* Ao and

A:A --, Io of I and A intotworegularpartiallyorderedsets Ao and ro of regular

equivalence relations on A and .I respectively satisfying Grillet's axigms (cf' [10])'

He showed that the maximum fundamental regular semigroup determined by this

data is the set of all pairs of normal mappings that are compatible with the given

cross-connection (cf. [21], [26]). In order to distinguish Grillet's concept of cross-

connections from the more general concept considered in this Paper henceforth we

shall refer to the former as fundamentol crcss-conner'tions..

Now pairs of normal mappings compatible with a given cross-connection can

be viewed as an abstract description of the pairs of mapping that appear in the

image of Hall's representation / of the regular semigroup sl;:on the other hand,

since ,5 is werr,kly reductive, the representation ry' defined'by:

,h@) = (P,,\,)

where p,[]"] is the right [left] translation by c € .9 , is faithful and is eguivalent to

Hall's representation / when ^9 is fundamental. In order to characterize the pairs

of -rppiogs (pr,)") abstractly, we replace the partially ordeied sets .[ = Sl9

and A = SIL in Grillet's theory by small categories [,(S) and R(S) ' where

[,(s) tR (s)] is the category whose objects are principal left {right] ideals of 
^9 -and

whose morphisms are right [eft] translations. Thus p € llomsltl(Sc,5y) [l e

Homsls;(ts, y,S)] if and only if p: St -' Sy.[l' nS ' yS] is a mapping such that

for all'u, a € S, (ua)p = u(u)p[)(zu) : '\(u)u]' We show that when '9 is regular

[,(s) and R.(5) are normal.red.ucti,ue categories (cf. Theoret 9.,81- conversely, if

€ is any normal, reductive category, then the semigroup ?€ of all normal cones

in 0 is a regular semigroup such that [,(?g) is isomorphism to € (cf. Theorems

3.3 and g.1i). Moreover in this case, there is an embedding of R(2.€) into the

functor category €* = [€, set] of all set valued functors on € (cf. Theorem 3'14)'

The image N*€ of this embedding is a normal reductive subcate$ory of e* and

is called the normal dual of e.
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Let € and D be two normal reductive categories. A cross-connection between

e and D is a local isomorphism f : D --' .lf *€ such that the image of f is

total in N.€ (cf. Definition 4.2). Notice that a cross-connection is a category

equivalence (cf. [28], p.55). Furthermore, there is a local isomorphism f*:e -'
N*D and a natural isomorphism Xr:f(-, -) - I*(-, -), where f(-'-) denotes

tlre bifunctor associated with | (cf. Theorem 4.5). If c e ae and d € oD , then

f(c,d) isasetof normalconesin € withvertex c and f.(c,d) isasetofconesin
D with vcrtex d. We say that the pair (p,)), p € f(c,d), ) € l.(c,d),,is linked

if 1.(c, d)(p) = ). The set of all linked pairs of normal cones, under a suitable

rnultiplicatiori is a regular semigroup ^9f such that [,(Sf ) is isorrtorphic to € and

R(Sf) is isomorphic to D. Every regular semigroup is up to isomorphism of this

forrn (cf. Theorems 4.i3 and 1.15).

Let l: D - N'€ and f': D' -- N'Qt be two cross-connections. A morphism

rrr:l - I' is apair nz = (a, G) rvhere F:e - €' and G:D'- D' are(inclusion-
preserving) functors satisfying some compatibility conditions (cf. Definition 5.1).

\Ve prove that a morphisnt m:l -- I' induces a homomorphisrn -c;,r:5f - ^9I'
and tha,t the assignment

.9: I r* .9f **, sm

is an equivalence of the catcgory of regular semigroups with the category of cross-

connections. In $6 we investigate the relation between the concept of cross-

connections introduced in this paper and that of fundarnental cross-connections

(of Grillet).
\Ve remark that the theory of cross-connections presented here provides a

u1if;cd frarnework for studying various classes of regular semigroups. The use of
abstract categories to formulate the theory is particularly useful in tliis context.

Thus. for e,xample, to study sernigroups of ma.trices, it is natural to interpret the

ruorrnal categories involved, as categories of vector spaces and it can be seen that
such interpretation would lead to a natural interpretation of the dual category

a1d the cross-colulection in terms of the vector space dual and the bilinear form

associated with the dual. An examiuation of the axioms for normal categories

would show that na,,ural examples of such categories come from small subcategories

of Abelian categories such as categories of vector spaces, modules etc. and the

concept of a normal, reductive category can be regarded as a generalization of
the concept of semdsimplicity or rcducibility of. classical algebra. In fact, every
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scmisimple object gives rise to a normal and reductive c.ategory of its subobjects;
Itowever there are normal and reductive categories that do not come up in this *'ay.
In $7, we discuss some examples to illustrate these points. Another consequence
of this theory is that it enables us to understand the irature of Grillet's cross-
counections better. In fact, we can see that the two mappings.I:1 -' Ao and
A: A * -ro a,re local isomorphisms whose images are total (cf. $6).

The concept of rtormal categories and cross-connections represent a combina-
tion as well as development of ideas of Grillet and those of [20]used to describe ar,
bitrary regular semigroups (see also [17]). In [20] and [lz] structure mappings were
used to describe global multiplications in an arbitrary regular semigroup. It is easy
t,o sce that ea,ch f,-structure mapping [3-structure mapping] extends uniquely to a
morphism of the corresponding ideals in f,(.1) tR(S)]. These mappings (together
with inclusions) generate the normal category [,(< .o(.t) >) [R(< E(S) >)],
rvhere < E(S) ) deuotes the idempotent generated subsemigrbup of ^9. More-
ovtr, the cross-connection between [,(< E(,S) >) and R(< t(.9) >) specify the
rclatious bctween C- and 1-structure mappings which are given as axioms in [17]
and [20j.

In view of our definition of cross-connections, this paper may be regarded as a
study of small categories of certain type; viz., small categories that are normal and
re<luctive. !\'e have tried, as far as possible to use standard results and construc-
lionsof thesubject(cf. [15],[28] and[32]). However,itshouldbeemphasizedthat
ottr trea.tnlent of these objects are as algebraic objects rather than as categories
in thc ttsttal setlse. Thus rvhile naturally equivalent categories and functors are
indistinguishable, they are not so when treated as algebraic objects. Note tliat
a. cottnected groupoid is naturally equivalent to a gtbup. Also rve have already
observed that a. cross-collnection is always a ca,tegory equivalence. Similar use of
categories have also beett made by Rhodes and Tilson (cf. [3a]), though their poilr
of view is different from the one adopted here.

We also retnark that it is possible to give an alternate formulation of the
collcept of cross-conttectious, especiall.y au a,lternative representation of the cross-
cottnection senligroup using Lallentent's represeutation [15] of regular semigroups
(sce a,lso [27]). Basic infrastructure required to develop this version is the concept
of a cotnplex in a category (see $2) which is also of independent interest. llow-
ever. sitlce Lallement's representation uses partial transformations, it appears that
pl'oofs rt'ould be ttrore involved. For a more comprehensive discussion of questions

t
I
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related to structure theory of regular semigroups, we tefer the reader to [18]' [23]
and [31] where one can also find a more extensive bibliography of papers on related
questions.

Finally we make few remarks regarding notations used in the paper. Notations
and terminology related to semigroups used in the paper are as in [4], while those

related to biordered sets, fundamental cross-connections, etc. are those of [9], [21]
and, [22]. As in [12], small categories will be regarded as partial algebras and the
symbol € for a small category will also denote its morphism setl its vertex set

(set of objects) will be denoted by ue. As in [22], compositions in the category
will be written in the order in which it appea.rs in commutative diagrams. Other
notations related to categories used in the pap€r are those of [16].

1. Normal Categories

In this paper, for any notation or terminologi not explicity defined, the reader

should refer to [4], [12], [16] and I ot [22].
Here as in 1221, we shall regard small categories as partial algebras, with the

underlying set as the morphism set of the category and operation as the composi-

tion. If € is a small category, e wiil also denote this partial algebra and u€ will
denote the set of vertices (set of objects) of e. Often we shall identify vertices

with the corresponding identities so that ue e €. Then a functor .F: € * D will
be a partial algebra homomorphism such that ul? = FlaQ maps o€ to aD.

Suppose that a canonical choice of subobjects has been provided in the cat-
egory €. This gives a r'elation e called inclusions relations among objects of €.

If C is a partial order (as'in..categories of Sets, Groups etc.), then we shall

say that e hos subobjects ir.i'that € is a category with subobjects. lf. jf denotes

the inclusion monomorphism of A+ .B, (where Ag B ), then this implies that
j"o. jg - jcA if AgB e C. Hence, ii"ii= ii= iiolo andsince jf
is a monomorphism, we have ji = It. Antisymmetry of e implies that when

A g B g A, jBA = jA = I,c = Ia. When e has subobjects' ?€ is a partially
ordered set, and hence a category, and the assignments

j:Ae A, Ag B,- jN
give an embedding of o€ into e as a subcategory. Further, if € and D arc
categories with subobjects, a functor F:0 ** D is said tobe inclus'i,on preseru'ing

if Flae is a functor to uD: i.e. uF: yQ, --+ uD is a functor.
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A morphism e € e(A,B) in a category e with subobjects, is called a re-

traction if it is a right inverse of an inclusion; that is, B e ,4 and iAo" = lB,
where 7f is the inclusions of B in A. Here, as in [22], we have written the com-

position in the diagram order; we will use this convention throughout this paper.

lf f e e(A, B) is any morphism, a normal factorization of f is a factorization
of the form / - euj where e is a retraction, z is an isomorphism and j is an

inclusion. A morphism may not have a normal factorization; even when it has, its
factorization need not be unique. However, we have the following:

LnMra.q, I.I. Let f = euj - e'u' j' be two notmal factotizations of a motphism

f . Then j = j' and eu= e'rlt.

Pnoor: Let j, and ji be inclusions that are left-inverses of e and e' tespec-

tively. Then 
_,j - (u-tir"'u')i', i'= (u' 'i't")i

Hence j and j' are equivalent as monomorphisms and so i = i'. If e is the right

inverse of j, w6 have

eu = euje - lE = etu'ie = e'7!,' .

When the morphism / has a normal factorization f = euj, we write

Im .f - dom j, fo = eu and coim / = codom e.

By Lemma 1.1, Im / and t" arc independent of the normal factorization chosen to
define these..It is clear that /o has a left-inverse and so it is an epimorphism. .fo

will be called, the epimorphism associated with /. Note that a normal factorization

of .fo is given by .fo - euln where 1= Im f . Hence Iml/" = Im.f. In
particular, coim / = Im e. Note that coim / is not uniquely determined, but

two coimages are always isomorphic. Hence coim / denotes one object arising as

images of e in a given normal factorization.

DsrtxIttoN 7.I. Let e be a category with subobjects. We say that Q is normal

if it satisfres the following:
(l) Every inclusionin e is asection;thatis,if j:AgB,thereis e:B ** A suci

that je - IA.
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(2) Every morphism in e ftas a normal factorization.

There are several natural examples for normal categories. Some of them are:

Et. 1: Set, the category of sets and mappings.
Er. 2: Vctl, the category of vector spaces over a field &.

En. 3: Bool, the category of Boolean algebras and complete lattice homomor-
phisms that preserve zero.

In categories of Examples I and 2, a morphism, in general has more than one

normal factorization, while in the category Bool (Example 3), every morphism
has a unique normal factorization.

Let € be i category with subobjects and A € o€. We denote by (A) (or
(A)e if necessary), the full subcategory of € whose objects are subobjects of A.
A subcategory 8' e e is called an idealif for every A e ae', (A)g g €' and €'
is full. Evidently, for each A e og, (A) is an ideal; it is called the principl ideal
of e generated by A.

An arbitra,ry subcategory of normal category need not be normal. Howevet,
we have the following:

Lpuue 2. Let e be a normal category. Then:
(i) every ideal of Q is normal.
(ii) If g' is a subcategory such-that uQ' = ae and 9' contains all inclusions and,

rctractions of e , then e' is normaJ.

Pnoor: Statement (i) is clear. To prove (ii), we observe that the given conditions
immediately show that the subcategory e' satisfies aniom (1) of Definition 1.1.

To prove axiom (2), it is sufrcient to show that given a norrrral {artorization of

f e Q', say .f - euj, u e g. Now if et is the right inverse of. j and j' is the left
inverse of e then, by the given conditions, j', e' € €'. Hence j'f 

"' = u e € .

The smallest subcategory of e satisfying conditions of (ii) will be denoted by
cor e . Moreover, a functor .F: € + D of normal categories is inclusion-preserving
if and only if

corF=Flcore

is a functor of cor I to cor D. If Ncat rienotes the category of all small normal
categories with morphisms as inclusion preserving functors, then it is clear that

cor: Ncat + Ncat; Q, - cor e: F -- cm F

r

It

;

:

+

t

i
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is a functor.
The rest of this section is devoted

gories that will be useful later on'
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to proving some properties of normal cate-

I,EMMI 3. In a normal category e ' 
an inclusion

arrcl only if A = B. Dually a rctraction e: B '
if A = B. In this case, e - LB'

j"o, A e B is an isomorPhism if
A'is an isomorPhism if and onIY

Pnoor:Letjlbeanisomorphism'ThenthereisclzB'Asuchthataif;=
t", if;a = rn.u;';ti;'-- i"o, :i"! =,t":*^1"'Yude that if; and rs

are equivalent as rrrono*J'p-hisms and since 19 = iH' we have' ieo - ifl = t"

andsoiTi"anisomorphism'Ife:B-'AisanisomorphismandojAl+Bis
irs inverse, then a 

':-;'^; : $1^4o - iflls' Hence A = B by the first part'

So tr = iE =Ia andso 2- els -;;'Jt"'Conversely 
if A= B' e isa

riglrt-inverse of ls and so e = lB so that e is an isomorphism'

Leutu.q 4. ln a normal category,a morphism f:A -- B 
-is 

a monomorphism if

andonlyiffisasectionandfisanepim-orphismifandonlyifithasa|eft_inverse
(that is, f is a retractiortin the '"u"1'"u'"; 

see [t6]' [28])' Consequently a normal

categorY is balanced'

pROOr: ,fhe ,if' part of both statements hold in an arbitra'ry category' Hence it

is sullicient to prove the only if part' . ---L ^-^ ^. ^ al' 
Assunre that / is a monomorphism and / = euj ' where e: A -' At rs

retraction and j = i"s, with B' = i; / ' is a normal factorization of /' If

h,k:c-r A are morphisms such that 112'='ke' then hf = heuj -- keuj = kf '

Since / is a monomorphisn' we have h = k' Hence e is an rnonomorphism' But

e _ era, _ @ jf;)e Ji;; ;l so ejf;, - t^. This proves that e is an isomorphism

and lrence A' -- A by Lernma 3' So' f =^uj and if g = etu-r rvhere e': B ' B'

is a retraction such tit"t i"' = lB' 'then /g = 1'l' Thus / is a section'

Let / - eui *hen 
"t 

A - A' i"ut'uttion ooa i = iE" be an epirnorphism'

If h,l": B - D are rnorphisms such that jfl'h = i\'k.' then /h = f k' Since /

\s epi, h = /!. Ilence iE'^t" o" "pintorphilm' 
Lei e'zB ' B' be a retractiotr

rvith jfi,e' = rB,. ittu,, 
-iE,''" = iE'(;'iE'). and.'o 1: = e'iE'' Hence iE' \'

an isomorphism and so, by Lemma ll il l- n'' and so iE' = 16' So f = eu' lf

j, = j1o,and g - u-rit', if = tu.Ilence g is a left-inverse of /'

We can restate the lemma above as follorvs:
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Conorllnv 5. A morphism t in a normal category is a monomorphism if and
only if to is an isomorplrism. f is an epimorphism if and only if fo = f .

Moreover, every monomorphism has a unique normal factorization

Pnoor': If / is a monomorphism, the proof of Lemma 4 shows that the retraction
factor in any normal factorization of / is the identity. Hence any normal factor-
ization of / is of theform / - uj. lf uj = u' jt,by Lemma l.I, i - j' and so

7t = 7t'. Hence the normal factorization of / is unique. Moreover, it follows that
in this case /" is an isomorphism, f = f" j is obviously a monomorphism.

If / is an epimorphism, the proof of Lemma 4 shows that the inclusion factor
in any normal f3ctorization of / is identity. Hence f = f"le = fo. Since /o is
always an epimorphisn, the converse is dcar.

2. Projective Complexes

In the following, 0, D etc. dmote normal categories.

Dnnrnruoft 2.I. Let ei e 9, i = 1,2 be subcategodes. A tmnsformation
?: e1 * e2 consists of thre maPs

aTzoer -+ oezt MT:et -- e2, 1r:aet --+ e

such that:
(.) .Fr - (aT,MT):9t - ez is a functo4 and
(b) 

"rr,fg, - Froigr, where ig-:0; ge, i=I,2 arethe inclusion functors,is
a n at u r a.l t r ansfor m ation.

In the following, if no confusions is likely, all the three maps determined by ? will
be denoted by T itself.

If el g e, f defined by fr = i[' ana (W)e = le

by the i['
for each A € oe1 is a

transformation. This will be called the inclusion and will be denoted

(i.e. we shall use the same symbol as the associated functor). Clea,rly tfil ='ta,
is a transformation from e1 to er.

lf T:er - €2, S:e2 -- €3 on the transformations of subcategories of €, then
we defiue ? o ^9 by:

(2.1) fros = FrFs, (rtr.s)e = (qr)ilrts)rr(,1) for every A e ae1.

I
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Clearly ? o .9: ez - e3 is a transformation. This composition is associative.

T:Q1 -C2 is anisomorphismif thereisan S:ez-Cr suchthat ToS = 1€,

and ,5o? - 1,' . Thisistrueif andonlyif Fr:er + €z isafunctionalisomorphism
Ui

and 42 is anatural isomorphism. If ei e er and T:eq -- €2, we write

r$l = rfil o r, Im ? = Im fri and rrcl = trn (rlei).

Recallthat,if f:A'- B and A'9A,then |l.e'= jf;'f and' f(A') inthe
uniqte object such that

ii,f - Ui'il"iLet
(cf. Corollary 1.5). Since subobject relation in e is transitive, we have

f (A") e f@') if A" g A' .

If / is an isomorphism, for each At g A, Uhilo is an isomorphism and the

map A' - f (A') is an order isomorphism of the partially ordered set ( A > of.

subobjects of A to < B >. We have:

Lpuun 2.L. Let o:A - B be an isomorptism in €. For A' g A and!:At -
,Az 

e (A), define

T"(A) = o(A'), TI, = GIA')" -- Ui,o)', and T"(l) = (Ti')-t fTi".

Then T":(A) - (.B) i" a transformation which is an isomot'phisrn.

In the following we shall consider only those transformations for which 4a
is a natural isomorphism. If T:e1 - ez has this property, the naturality of qr
implies that for atl /: A - B €. br ,

(2.2) r(/) = T;t tTB

This shows that ? is completely determined by uT and 4a. We have the following
lem'ma whose rorrtirre verification is omitted.

L.EMMA 2.2. Let 8; e e, d = 1, 2 be subcategodesof e, 0:o€1'* ae2o $:ue1 -+ Q

mapt such:that
(i) 0 is inclusion preserving;
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(2) for each A € u€r, Q@),A'-+ 0(A) is an isomorphism; and

(3) for A', A € ?rer, A' g A implies O@') = (O(A)|A')'.
Then there is a unique transformation T = T(0,6):et - ez such that aT =
0, rlr=$ andforeach f:A'- B ebr,,fU)=6(A)-tf6@).

Conversely if T:et -+ ez is a transformation such that q7 is an isomorphism,

then the maps uT and q7 satisfes conditions (1), (2) and (3). Furthe4 wehave

T = T(aT,nr).

PnOpOStttON 2.3. Let T:€' -.+ e" be a transformation of subcategories of 0. If
Ct is an ideai!. in e, Im T is an ideal in e and for every A € aQ' ,

fl@) = Tr^

where Trn is the isomorphism of (A) to ("(A)) defined in Lemma 2.7.

Pnoor: Since e' is an ideal, it is full in 0 and so for A, B e ae', I € e("(A)'
f(B)) implies TegTaL e gt(A,B) and T(TngT;r) = g. Hence Im ? is full. If
A,B € aQ" s e e(i@),"(B)), h,e g(T(B),"(c)), then T(TashTit) = gh

andso Im? isasubcategoryof €". Suppose Aetse', B =T(A) and B'e B.

rc ifl,ff = uji, is a normal factorization of the monomorphism jfl,Tnl then

by Corollary 1.5, ,t-r = TA, and B' 
= T@'). Thus Im T is an ideal in 0.

For A' g B ,, we have ii,ft = TA,il[|\ and so T4' - TolA' : TIf and

rlr11.e,1 = Trre. Hence by Lemma 2.2, TI(A) = TTn.

{-*fr? A preorder 4 irya category e is subcategory such that for any two objeets

ry*l'A,B of ,A, A(A,B) contains at most one morphism. If "4(A,B) I @, the

O4/f unique morphism in A(A,B) will be denoted bv KBe @t Kf(A)). We shall

./ write: Kfl: A < B(A) (read A is related to B modulo 
"4 ). u€ and for each

A e aQ, < A > are examples of preorders in €. As is usual for partially ordered

sets, we shall use the symbol "4 also to denote the set of objects of the preorder

,4. Then the relation < on 4 is reflexive and transitivities and so is a quasiorder

on ,A. The equivalence relation < o <-1 will be denoted by =. Thus A = B B)

,4 if and only if A < B and B < A. Transitivity of < implies that I(Bo is an

isomorphismif A = B(A).
'By 

a complex in a category e we mean an order ideal ,A of ae which is

small as a category. Thus a complex "4 is a preorder in which morphisms are

inclusionsandsuchthatforeach A €A, <-A>94. Therequirementthat 4 is

11
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small irnplies that € is 'locally small'. In this case, fot each A € o€, < A > is in

particular, a complex. If I is small, then ue is also a complex. We observe that

the usual complexes (see for example [36]) are complexes in Set. A projection of a

complex .A is an idempotent transformation P: A --, u4 such that Im P :< A >

for some A e A. The unique object A generating Im P will be denoted by Ap.
'\, chamber in a complex "4 is a maximal element in A.

LEMMA 2.4. For a complex A in the normal categoty Q we have the following:

(l) 4 has a projection if and onty if tfiere is a sdrjective transformation T:4 "*

(2) ff P is projection of "4, Ap is a chamber in A.

Pnoor: If P is a projection then P:A -1Ap ) is a surjective transfonnation.

Conversely il T:A -+< B ) is a surjective translbrmation, then T(A) -- B for

sorne A € ,4. By Lemma 2.2, T induces a transformation T: (A) - (B) when

(A) is the irleal generated by A and by Proposition 2.3, Tl(A): TTo. Since

i'a i. .r. iroporphisn with ilverse TT;' , T,oTTot is an idempotent, surjective

tra,lsfomation of (A) to (A). Since T oTri' is inclusion preserving this induces

atransformation P:A -A with P2: P and ImP =( A >;i'e' P isa
plojection.

(2) If Ap 1 A, A e A, Ps: A -' P(A) e Ap is an isomorphism' Also

ItA* = 1;1" a.nd so 1,1" - Psp = PalAp = jirPa..I{ence Pn is aretraction and

so, by Letntna 1.3, Pa = lA, i.e. A e Ap.

Note that there are cornplexes that does not have projections. For a polygon ' 
- '

rvlth n sides, colsi{ered as a complex in the usual way has projection if and only ''
if rr is evett.

DtrrNrr.ror'r 2.2. A projectite contpler in a nornial category € is a (snrali) pteorder

A satisfying the followittg:

(1) ff A < BIA), (fff )": J: Im I|BA@)

(2) Tlereis Ce A suc,h that A<C(A) forall A€A'
(3) ff A e A, tletr < A >q A and the inclusior is an embedding'

It follows from (1) that each morphism /if of "4 is a monoil]orphism and

(3) shorvs that ,4 with respect to inclusions is a complex. The relarion ( on '4
together with associated morphisms {1t.f; : A < B, A, B € "4} will be called the
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projeetiae fructureof "4. In view of (2), u complex J{ will be a projective complex

(with respect to inclusion) if and only if 'A =1A > for some A € "4'
Next result shows that the projection structure of a projectivp complex "4 is

completely determined by a projection of the underlying complex 4,

PRoposrrloN 2.5. Let A be a ptojective complex and c € A be such that A <

c("4) for all A e A. Thus P' defined bY

(2.3) Pi: (Ki)", P"(A) =Im li'a

is a prcjection of the complex A such that:

13

(2.4)

(2.5)

A < B(A) Q P'(A\ e P"(B); and

KBo : Piifrftl PE', for A < B("4).

Conversely if A is a complex with a prcjection P , then Equations Q. ) and

(2.5) defrnes a projective structute on A such that A < Ap('A) for all A e A

and P = PA'.
pnoor: Let ,A be a projective complex. we first prove-(2.() and (2-5|. 

- 
Let

A < B(A). Since A I B : P'(B), A < P'(B)' Let IiPo'(B) = ui""rro' be z

normal factorizatioJr of tif"@l - Then I(i = uib, = Pii"p"te)' UL,9:tU-t

r.5, Bt = P'(A) and z = Pi-Hence P"(A) g P"(B) and' I(BoPfiii.fii' rn"t

irBo = eiiiifi]r;1. H"n." (2.5) holds. It P"(A) g P"(B), then A: P'(A) <
p;@): B;i'.';. a, < g. This proves (2.4). It follows immediately that the two

maps' A --+ P"(A) and A .-- Pi satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3) of Lemma2-2

andhencedeflnesatransformation P":A'-+1 C>'If' Ae c, K"e= jf, andso

P"(A) = A, Pi - lA. Hence P" is a projection.

Conversel' t"t F be a projection on the complex 4. Clearly ( a defined

by (2. ) is a quasiorder and if A < B < c, then I{XI(fi = K|. Thus .A.with

morphisms defir,ed by (2.5) is a preorder in €' Let Ap = c' Then P(c) =
c, p"= 1". since P(A)g c forall AeA, A<c forall Ae"4. Furtherby

(2.5), Iii = Pil"r,i"pfel. Let A < B. By the definition KEa is a monomorphism
B\o i- ^- io^mnrnhicm nf y' into B, - lm I(P. Hence I{c^ :and'so t'= (/ffj; i, tr, isomorphism of A into ,B1 = Im Kf;' Hence Ki =

B:

I
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I(IK"B = uj|rPBj"p@) = uPa,j"p@,). Hence by Corollary 1.5, p(Br) = p(A)
and uPs, - Pe. So by (2.5), u = PAP;: - KBA, and z-1 : I(#,. Hence
(KI)" - KBA':A: 81. This proves axioms (1) and (2) of Definition 2.2. To
prove (3), consider A.,e ,A. If A, g A, p(At) e p(A) and p4, = pnlA,.
Hence Ki, = po,i'rtl)lp;1 = ji,. Hence < A > is a subcategory of .A.. Let
Ar.,Az €< A > and A1 I A2. Then P(,4) e p(Ail. By proposition 2.3,
Pl<A ) isanisomorphismonto <p(A)) andso .41 e Az. Thus < A>g.A
is an embedding. It follows from the equality I(i = pej"p<el,that pj = pa and
P(A) = P"(A) by (2.3). This completes the proof.

The proposition above shows that every projective structure on the complex .4
determines a projection on 4 and conversely. However, two different projections
may determine the same projective structure. we have the following:

Louua 2.6. Two projections P and Pt of a complex A determines the same
projective structure if and only if PPt = pt, p'p = p.

Pnoor': Suppose that P and P' determine the same projective structure on
,4. Then for A €. u4, Pe - I{lr , Pi = KP,1. Hence pt(p(A)) = p,(1) and
Pi = PAPb1.ay. (Since Pt(P(A)), P,(A) e Ae,, we have pt(p(A)): p,(A) and
P^= PAPblay.) H"n." by (?.1), we have PP, = p,. Similarly. ptp - p.

Conversely assume that PP, - p,, p'p = p. Let ( and {IiX} be qua_
siorder and morphisms defined using P by Equations (2.4) and (2.5); and <, and
{KiB} be those defined using p,. Now

A < B e p(A) e p@) e p,(p(A)) e p,g(:B))

since P' preserves inclusions. Since P,(p(A)) = p,(A),, pt(p(B)) = p,(B)
we ggt A < B # P'(A) _:_!'(B) + A < tB. Hence (=(,. Also 1ff,B -,'"ii:lil.r; 

^7^!np,"<o1i'i,[ilr;'pE = p^iFt^]p;l since pb6)jr;,[^]f.r,'u,
,,P(BI .P( BI= K;i;i = i;i;i.Hence I(BA = I(\B for att A, B € "A with A < B. This proves

the lemma.

The conditions PP' - P', P'P = P in the lemma above defines an equiva-
lence relation on the set of all projections on the complex ,4' and each equivalence
class determines a unique projective structure on ,A. Thus given the complex ,4,
a projective complex on ,4 may be represented as (A,lpD where [p] denote the
equivalence class of projections in .4 containing p.
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It follows from Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5 that the object c of axiom (2)

of Definition 2 is a chamber of the complex "4. We set:

(2.6i) N'],A= {c €,A:A < c for all A e "4}.

Thus M.4 is a set of chambers of .4. But not all chambers of "4 need to be in

M.4. Those chambers c that are in MA are chararterized by the fact that there

is a projection P with Ap = c. Also given c e M-4, we have

[P"] = {P"':c' eMA]; and

l}lt-A= {c' e .A: Kj is an isomorphism}.

PnopostttoN 2.7. Let .A be a projutive complex in the normal category e, 
" €

M,A and h:c -- c' be aretraction. Then there is a unigue projective complex "4"6

whose object set is given by:

(2.7i) .A6 = {A e.A: Kih is a monomorphism}

and whose projective strucf ure is determined by the projection P"' of .An defi.ned

as follows: for each A e,An,

(2.7ii) Pi, = (Kih)', Pc @) = Im (Kih).

Moreover, ,A1 satisfy the following:
(r) A <B(A), A,Beu4n+"A,<B(An) and I(BAG|)=Kfl(An)
(b) If .e e Nl.A then there is cl e M^An with ctt e a and for evety such pair

(cr,cl), there is a retraction h1:cy + c\ such that ,An = u4\.

Pnoor: lf A' I A, A e,4y,. then I{i,h - I(i' I(ih - ii, I{ih. Since l(ih is

monomorphisrn, so is lt"o,h. Hence At e .An and so .An is a complex. Also, if
A' g A, A', A e 4r, then

Pi, = gti,h)" = UA, Kih)" = (I{ihlA')' = PilA'

and so P"'(A') g Pc @). Thus the maps A '- P"'(A), A '- Pf; defined by

(2.7ii) satisfies conditions (1) and (3) of Lemma 2.2. Since l(ih is a monomor-

phism, by Corollary I.5, Pf, is an isomorphism for each A e ,An. Thus P"'

l.I
al

(
1

:

I

I
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is a transformation. Clearly Im P"' :1 c' ). lt A g c' then, A C c so,

i(A) = Iiih = jT -- ii iit = ii7 -- iii:l :ji. Hence P.d @) = A and Pi = 1a' There-rii
fo'L P"' is u' frojecti'on on '41 and so (An,[P"')): '4n is a projective.complex'

To prove statements (a) and (b), first consider A e,An. Then Pj' i'po1e1 :

riii@n): Iiih: Pi j"p"t,q)h: PiP4.tot jbih : P; i'r"fof - Pi PF.fo,1ii",g.6),. Hence by Corollary 1'5 we

have Pj' = Pi Pi.G, and Pc @) = Pc (P'(A)). Therefore if A < B(A), A, B €

,41, then P'(A) g P'(B) and this.implies Pc @) = P'' (P"(A)) c P"' (B) and

so A < B(An).Further,

IiBA@h)=:;';i?;t;^'u,=:;':;':^*;:'":ii7r'

I'lris proves (a). To prove (b) consider cr e Mr4. Then there is c\ e cr such that

P"("i) = c',since P"l <cr ) isanisomorphismof ( c1 ) onto ( c > by(2'6iii)'

Thus c'1 = c'(A.) and so cl : c'(An)' Hence cI e MAn' Let h1 - Pt'hP:i'

Then ji,' fu = jii,P!,hP:\t = Iif,,,hP:\t = P:\P:\t. Since c', , c' e 'A6 we have

p:, = p:i and so jl',h1 = 1",.. Hence h1 is a retraction. Also /ff,h1 is a

,rldno-o.-ihisn if and'only n iiin is a monomorphism- Hence An -- An, as

cornplexes. Fur[her, since Pi = P"l,r,wehave P:i = ti"illetrl = I|")(A)P&--

P"ir-t . Hence we obtain from the equation above:

P? j?",,tot = Pi j?u 1of!| = ej Pi\u 1t\jj)", e.' re,

for any A e An and so b1'' Corollary 1.5,

p"i(,1) = p"',(pJ(.t)), PI = p"oP"i,,tol

It follorvs that P"' P"'' = P"''. Similally P"'' P"' -
projective structure bY Lemma

suclr tlrat An = An,- Defitre 1r' = hlij (,41). Then i";,h = (j?,h[i:" (An) =

determiue the same

projective complexes.

and retra,ction h1: c1

of (b) it is sufficient

This also proves that for each

- c'L such tha,t An = Anr.
to shorv that if c" e MA6, c

P"' aud so P"' and P"i
2.6. Hetrce An = An, as

cr € M.4, there is c" e cr

Norv to complete the proof
It 

- 
. I tL c' , tllere ls n': c - c
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. ,t " - -,
X"4,1eif3'1,An) = I;,. Hence h' is a retraction. Since Ki, (An) :
we have Ktrh' = (Kih)P"l;r = KiGA.ilPl,lt. As before, it follows that the

projective complexes .4a and "A,6t a;te the same. This completes the proof.

We define a relation ( among projective complexes of a normal category e
as follows:

(2.8) .At < A +.A' =.An for some retraction h:c "-+ ct, c eJvtA-

If ceo€ and,4 isapreorderin €,wedenotebV (")O"4 thepreorderwhose
objects are those common to (e) and .4 and morphisms are those of .4. Note

that ( c > is a projective complex in €.

DnrlNlrIoN 2.3. Let e be a small normal category. A projective complex .A, is

resid,ualin 9 if foraII ce ue, (c)n4 isaprojectivecomplexin e suchthat
(c)n"A,(<c).

When € is smali we denote by Proj e the set of all projective complexes in
€ and ?€ those complexes of Proi € that are residual in e.

PnoposlrtoN 2.8. If e is a small normal category, Proi I is a partially ordered

set with respect to { and ?e is an order ideal of Proi e'.

Pnoor': For any ,A e Proi e and c € MA, A = Ar. and so the relation i
defined by (2.8) is reflexive. Let A" I A', A' < A where A, A', A"' e Proi e.

Then by Proposition 2.7, given c e MA, we can find ct e MAt and c" e XtA"
such that there exist retractions ht:c -* "trh":c' 

-- c" with ,4' = A'h, ,A" : A'o,,.

Nou, h = h'h"," -- "" is a retraction and (An,)n,, = An,n,, - An: r4". H"oa"

A" < A and. so ( is transitive. If At < A, A (,4' then for c € JVLA, we can

find c' e MA' , c" e MA and retractions h: c -- c', such that At - An, ,A = ,An, .

Thus c" e c' e c and so I(1, = i"i,. Since c" , c € MA,, I(7' = i?' is an

isomorphism and so by Lemmal.3, c" = c.

Hence A = ,A'.

Thus c" -- ct -- c and so h : ht : L-.

To prove that ?€ is an order ideal of Proi e , consider A e 9Q, and' .A' 1 .A..

If c € o€, by Definition 2.3, there is a retraction /c: c -* ct with (c) O,A:1 c )x.
Let c e M.A and h:E--- c' be a retraction with ,4.' - An. Since c' e (c) n A, c' I
e(.A). Let I(jh = k'uj be a normal factorization of kih. lf kt:c'-, c" then

t
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le" =kk':c+c" isaretractionand k1,h= j.r,Xi=i"i,k'uj =zr. Hence ke,,h

is a monomorphism and so c" e (c) f1.4. Also for any cr € (c) fi,A, q < c' and so

ke",h = k1:,kih = ji,kk'uj - j:,k" h

which is a monomorphism if and only if jf,k" is a monomorphism. Hence cr €
(c) n An if and only if cr € ( c ) p,t . Further, we have

-r -r - -t -t 
ll 

-t
Pfri"p,'1"r1 = ktrh = P!, ii:' t"r.,Pi'iio 1"", = Pf, P"r." ,"rri"p,,qp." 1"111

and this implies by Corolla.ry 1.5, P'' ("r) = Pe'(P" ("r)), Pj, : P!,' P"r:,1",1.

As in the proof of Proposition 2.7,,it now follows that the preorder on (c) n41
induced by pe' coincides with the projective structure on < c )1,, in6.r.ed by

the projection P"" of < c >*,,. Hence (c)n,An =( c )rrt. This proves that
.A' = ,Aa is residual in b.

The following observation is useful.

Pnopost'rtoN 2.9. Let .A € 9e and A e A. Then there is A' e 9e such that
A' <.A and Ae ifiAt.

Pnoor: Let c e MA and c' = P'(A). Since c'e c, there is a retraction
h:c --, c'. Let 4'=,4t. Thus

Ki@h): Kih = PXj"p"telh = Pi

and so liilqh) is an isomorphism. Hence A e M.An = M.A' by (2.6iii). By
(2.8), A' ( 4 and by Proposition 2.8, A' e 9e.

3. Normal Duals
In the following e, D etc. will stand for normal categories.

DnrtmlttoN 3.1. By a normal cone 1 in a normal category e , we shall mean a

mapping 1: ue, --- Mor Q, such that
(i) tlrere iq c., € u€ such that for each A € ae , lfi A + ct i
(ii) lftcre exists at least one c € oe such that 1":c+ ct is an isomorphism.
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RecaII that in a normal category e , ue is a paftially ordeted set.and is a subcat-
egoty of e,. The definition above implies that a normal cone j is a cone from the
base ue b the vertex c., such that at least one component of 7 is an isomor-
phism. In the following we shalI denote by Ml the set of al| c € ag such that 1.
is an isomorplism. Also Te wilI denote the set of aII normal cones in e .

Recall from Lemma 1.1 that each morphism / in a normar category e has a
unique factorization f = /oj where /o is an epimorphism and 7 is an inclusion.

LBuue 3.1. Let l.e Te and

(3.1) .A, = ({A € ofl.1s is a monomorphism},<)

where A < B 9Im 14 gImlB. Then A., €ge and MA, = M7. For each
c e M,A., , the projection P' of A., is defined by:

(3.2) P"(A) = Im (lnl"\ = 7"-1(Im 7a), pi= Oel"t)" : li"Oe,t lI- z.s)

foreach Ae A.r.

Pnoor: If A e ,A^, and A' g A, ^f A, = ji,lo is a monomorphism since 7a is
a monomorphism. Hence ,4.y is a complex. Let c e Ml. By proposition 2.3,
the map A -'+ P'(A) defined by (3.2) is inclusion preserving, since 7"-1 is an
isomorphism and lm1a, e imte if A, g A. Also pj:A---* p"(A) is clearly
an isomorphism for each A € Ar. Moreover if At g A, then pj, : Ui,pi)" :
(PilA')".Hence by Lemma 2.2, P":At -{ c ) is a transformation. From (3.2),
it is clear that for c1 C ct , P"(a1) - c1 and p"", = Ut) o : 1"r. Hence p"
is a piojection of .4". Hence Ml C MA.r. If D € MA1, p$:D -* c is an
isomorphism. Hence Pb = "lD1;r is an isomorphism and so ,f D = pS1" is an
isomorphism. Thus M.A., e M7.

To prove that ,A, is residual in €, consider B e ue. Let h: B -_+ Bt be
a retraction such that ^f a = huj is a normal factorization of 1s. Then 7s, -j$lu = uj andso Jst is a monomorphism; i.e. B, e.A.,. (If B" € (B) iO.r,
then 1u,, = j|,,7s and so Im .18,, e I* 7" = Im .,18,.) Thus B" < B, in A.r.

19
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Also, by Equation 2.5,
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K 9,, = pE, j'p:[E',\ p;;t = (1 a,, 
.t lr l" i !il!) rtt.,r 

a, 7 ;r )o )-r

= 'tl,,r;t lI- t u,,ifi[un)rh"lp"(B'))tb, I

'= 1L,,7.-tlI* 1",,1"lp"(B" )jill:,,, j"rt
= ^1"u,, itlri;:,fi;t

Now jf,,thjil"1a = ^t8,,- ='t"u,,ji|1",, = t;,,il}l:,,ji:^.r" and so iBs,,l$ =
f",,ilTl",,..llence l;,,iliilu",,= j"o,,ilh,and so, 4,, - j"u,, jl:,7"",,{lh,)-t =
if,,,hirl?it = i|,,h. It follows that (B) ffA., -{ B )6 ancl this proves that
.4, is residual. This cornpletes the proof.

It.nunnr 3.1. observe that for 7 € 78, we have a transformatiorr ?a:r, -*
< c > defrnedby:

7'1: A'- Im ?.A, A - 1i.

[,]:trltun 3.2. Let ,,t eTg and f:ct - D be an epimorphism. Then the map

(3.3) l'I: A - 1ef

i,s an elemcnt of Te such that C.r.1 = D and .Ay1 <.,A-,.

l'roor: lf A' e /, then jX,h'ile = jXntf = "tt,! = (j*I\e, and so 7*/
is a cone from u€ to the vertex D. Let c € M1. Since 7" is an isomorphism,
h'I)" = 1cI is a'eJrimorphism. Let ft: c--- c, be a retraction such lhat 1"f =lm is a normal faci,orization. Then 1",f = ?y, f )", = n is an isomorphism and
so 'y'f €'f0* Now lct A e ,A.r.1. Then (7'l)t = ltf is a monomorphism.
flence 1n is also a, rnonomorphism; i.e. A e "A1. Further, from (3.2), we have
tt = Iii(A-,)7" and so (t'f)n = tef = I{i(A)1"f = f{\(a)hQ'l)a. But
s'lla - Iii(A.,-t)h'f)", and so /ii(,A")h - Iii!/,,r.r). On the otherhand,
if A'ih is a. nronomorphism, then /(ih7",f = I{il"f =,,teI = (7*/)a is a
nx)nornorl)hisnr and hencc i\ e .Ay1. Thus 4r.1 = (A)n l A.r.This completes
the proof.
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Tur:onBu 3.3.

(3.4)

[,et e be a notmal category. For ?r, 'lz €Te define:

1t "tz = 7i(',v2):",

ThenTeisasemigroupwithbinaryoperationdefinedby(3.,t)suchthat:
(a) f e Te is an identpotent if and only if 1., = 1",;
(b) f e Tg is a regular element if and only if c', € 'A1' for some idempotent

^/ € Te.
In particular, the set of rcgular elements of Te is a subsemigroup of Te .

Pnoor: Let 1i € ?e, i = 1,2,3. By (3.4), we harc, c1r'12 = 12(c+) and for

any ,4 € r,e, (7r "'tz)e = t\(t|,,)' by (3'3) and (3'4)' I{cnce

((rt.r').rt)r = (?1'r2).0(T t)1,,.", = t'o(t')i", {r')i, ," = 1\(f )l', (T 
t)o'v'("'" 

)

and (7r '(r' 'rt))e - t\02'7t):,,'
Now

(y' .'t'\",, = 'r1,,(rt)11 = 1121"",,i"'rlf"", y(l')1,, = (l')1,, {7" )1,,,",, ,il:l:l;],,

Since every morphism in e has aunique factorization f = foi,wehave (72' l'):-,

= (^t2):-,(7t):-,., (since 'Y2(c"') = c+'-')' Hence for all A e aQ'' we ltavc

((.rt . ti) .t\'o L (rt .e, . r3))r. Thus (3.4) defines an associative binarl'

op"otCIn in T8 (wtrictr is single-v-arued by Lemma 3.2). To prove (a), Iet 'y trc

an idempotent in ?0. Then "Y "l = 7 and Sor ?cr ='lc,' 7i' Hence ?'" = 1""

Conversely if 1", - lq, then by (3.3) and (3'a) 1 ''l = 7 and so 7 is atr

idempotent. Suppose that ct e "A1' for some idempotent ?'' By (t) lc'' : i:'.'

and so c"r, €. M1t - Mu4t,. Since Ct E.Ar,, "lt, = K3|1L,, = K:1.'..' Let I be

a right inverse of the monornorphisrn fff]'. Then if 1" = 1'* g, r'i, = ^rt",g =

Ki:;g - 1"". Hence ci' - c" and 7" i'an idempotent' Let c e Ml aud lct

i = 1"' .1;t. 'tt 
"n 

by Lemma 3.2, i € T€ for any A € ue ,

h 'i '?)e = 'lai..,.,c ='Yt since i.' = 1-r ; and

(? 'r' i)e = ia'^1"'1", = i,a,
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Thus 717 - 7 and ili = i. Hence 7 in regular. conversely if 7 is regular,
there is an idempotent 7t€ ?e with 1 ..,1, = 7. Then for all A e ae , l,+(1,)o", =
0 'l)n - 'fa and hence (/)1, = 1",. Hence c., C c.r, and so c1 € ,A.r,. This
proves (b).

Finally if 71 -and 12 are regular elements of re, then for some idempotent
'f', c1" €,A1,. Now c1t..rz = ^12(c+) e c-r, and so c.rr..rz e,A.r,. By (b), we
conclude that 71 .?2 is regular.

DnrlutrtoN g.2. A normal category € is said to be rcductiue (reducible) if tor
each A € ae , there is some 1€ ?0 such that A e A,r.

Rnnanx 3.2. lt is immediate frJrn Theorem 3.3 that € is reductive if and only if
78 is a regular semigroup. In general the full subcategory retl S generated by all
those objects belonging to sorye complex ,A,., for j e Te is clearly reductive. Also
each 7€ ?€ induces, byrestrictionaunique red,l €T red e if c" eV 1ed.g
and it is easy to see that

1 * red'l

is a homomorphism of the subsemigroup of regular elements of ?€ into the regular
semigroup T red Q,.

Rnu,q.n.x 3.3. If e has alargest object c (is if the poset o€ has alargest element),
then e e ?€ with c as a chamber (unique). It is clear that each .y € Tg induces
a unique endomorphism 1"7j":c --+ c. Also it can be seen that the map 7 - 1"it,
is an isomorphism of ?€ and End c = €(c, c). Thus, in this case ?€ may be
identified with €(c,c).

Lnt{Nl,A 3.4. Let 1 e Te. Then there is a bijection between M1 and the tactor-
izationof 1=e*f with f ,anisomorphismand e ,anidempotentin Te.

Pnoor: Suppose 'y : e'f u,here e is an idempotent, and / is an isomorphism.
lf c = c., then 1" = €"f = I"f = .f . It follorvs that c € Ml. Conversely if
c e M1, and if e = -,1*-1"r, then e" = 1.1;1 - I.. Ilence e is an idempotent
in ?e by Theorem 3.3(a). Also for any A € u8, (e*-,t")e = (,,1*,'t"11y").a, = ^te,
i.e. €*7":7. Further, for c e Ml, if I - €*-f. = er-.,|", then it is clear that
'y*1"r = € = e'. The factorization corresponcling to each c € tr[1 is unique.

Lptuua 3.5. Let .y e 7'e and e be a,n identpotent in 7'e . Then we have:
(1) ..1=7 if and only i{ 1= €*f ,{or son'reepimorphism f .
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* In particula4 1 is a regular element of Te if and anly if

E(R",)-{."'ceM1)

where e" is the unique idempotent such that 1 = €c'^le'

(2) I 'e - 1 if and only if c-, e c" and 1Le i{ and only ii' c1 = ce .

Pnoor: Let e .1=^1. Thenif c:cet^lA=€t1. forall Ae u9.If c'€M1,1",
is an isomorphism. Therefore, since 7", = €c,^lct 7" must be an epimorphism and

we have 1= €*^lc.Conversely if. 1: e*/ for some epimorphism /, then we must

have,y" - e"f :l"f -- f .Furtherforany A€ae, k'l)e= €A^/c- €Af =
k-f)e=^lt. Thus e '1=1.

lf E(R) - {.",ce M1}, then clearly 7 is regular. Couversely assurne that

7 is regular. If € e Ml by Lemna 3.4, ^l = €"..yt".since 7 is r.egular, as in thc.
proof of Theorem 3.3, there is e' € EQq such that ce' = ci. Let 7 = e'*^l"L'

Then 7.7=e" andso e"R7. Hence E(R)g{r"tce A[1].If e€ E(R"),then
(-l =.'l and so ^f = €*7c where c = ce and 7. is an epimorphism. Norv tlLerd is

I e Te with 7 '1' = €, Then 1" - €c = l"(l'",)o. Since 7" i.s an epimor'phisur.

thisimpliesthat 7" isanisomorphism,sothat €=€', ce AI1.

If 1.e - 7, thenforany Aeag, ^l .qe|, ='lt- Hence e", = j""'-, and so

c., C cu. Conversely if this holds, ^lA€2,: ^1A7", - Ja and so 7'€ = "l.The last

statement is obvious.

As an immediate consequence of the result above, we have:

Conolr,anv 3.6. Let e be reductive. Then

(I) L., --, Ct is an order isomorphism of Te'lL onto ae .

(2) R., -- ,At is an order-preserving map of feln into 9e.

PRoor: Statement (1) is immediate from Lemma 3.5. If 19t"y', then by Lemrna

B.b, ^1, = ^l* I for some isomorphism /. It follows from the definition of "4-, that

"A1,. I{ R., 1; R.r,. then by Lemma 3.6, ? = 'i'* f for some epirnorphism / and

by Lemma 3.'). A- 1 At'.
Let ^9 be a rcgular semigroup. Define the r:ategory L = [,(S) as follows:

o[,(S) = ({sc:r € 5},e ),

ilcrrn6l5y(^9t,5y): {p:Sr - Sy:(st)p = s(tp), s,l € ^9r}.

t'

i;

(3.5)
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It is easily verified that [,(S) is a category with subobjects in whicir. the

inclusion is the usual'set-inclusion'. Dually, we have:

(3.5*)
tfr(^t) = ({c.9:o e ,S},C),

Homsl5y(cS,yS) = {A}: xS - yS: )(st) = (ls)/'s, / e c,5}

is a category R.(S) with subobjects.
Let e,t €E(S). For ueeSf,define

(3.6) p(e,u,t):x - oa

Itiseasilyseenthat p(e,u,l):Se '-+s/ isamorphismof I(S). If p:Se * '9l is

any other morphism and if u = ep, then P = P(e,u,/). In fact it is easy to see

thatthemap u - p(e,u,/) isabijection of eSt onto Homilsl(.9e,,S/). Observe

that the representation of p:Se - S/ at P = P(eru,/) is not unique; one can

easily verify that

(3.7) p(e,u,!) = p("',e'a,f') if ue eSf , etLe and f'Lf .

For later reference, we collect the foregoing statements as:

Lpuun 3,7. Let S be a regular semigroup. Then:
(1) The morphism p(e,u, f\: Se - S f is injective if and only if e*u. In this case

x*xp for each x € Se.

(2') p(",u, f): Se - S f is surj'ective if and only if uLf '
(3) ^9e and sf are isomorphic in [,(s) if and only if eDf . In this case the

set of isomorphisms of Se into Sl is in one-to-one correspondence with the

tt-class R"n L1.
(4) If SeCS!,then i?t" = p(e,e,!\ and p:Sf '- Se isarctractionitandonly

if p- p(!,g,e) forsome g e E(Ls\nw(f\. Irparticular p(f 'f e,e):Sf - Se

is a retraction.

lf. p(e,u,t):Se - Sf,, P(g,a,h\:Sg'* .5lr are composable morphisms of

t(.t), we must have 5/ = Sg, i.e. /tg. Then P(g,a,h) = p(f'tr,h) by (3'7)

and p(e,u, t)pU,f u,h\ = P(e,ufa,h) = P(erua,h\. Hence when p(e,u,/) and

p(g,a,h) are composable, the composition is given by the rule:

(3.8) p(e,u, f\pk,u,h) = p(e,ua,h) if lLg .
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It foliows that for any morphism p(e, u, f) , we have
(3.e)

p(e,u, t) = p(",9,s\p(g,a,h)p(h,h, f) for g e E(R") o o(e), h e E(L,).
Since u e eSf , for any { e n1n;, g,ue and so g,e e E(.R,)nro(e). Hence
we can always find g and lr as required for (3.g). The Lemma 3.7 above shows
that p(e,g,g) is a retractbn, p(grn,lr) is an isomorphism and p(hrh,/) is the
inclusion ,5n g St. Hence the right hand side of (3.9) gives a normal factorization
o{ p(.e,z,/). Thus L(.9) is a normal category.

Now consider o € .9. For each .9e € olL(^g), define

(3.10) p"s, = p(e,eo,f) where ! e E(L").
If ^9e'e Se, then hf.(f.A; p(e',et,e)p(e,ea,!) = p(",re,ea,f) = p(e,,e,a,f),
Since b.y Lemma 3.7, pie' . e' ,e) = ff! , we have jsrj p"s" = p!",. Ilence

P":Se'P3"
is.a cone from r{L(S) to the vertex S I = Sa. Also if e e E(R"), then p$" is an
isomorphisrn by Lemma2.7. Hence p" eTL(s). In fact by Lemma 2.?, r,e have

(3.11) I{p" = {Se:e €,8(.8,)}.
In particular for each .9e € dL(S) (with e € .E(^t)), Se e Mp, e Ao, and so
[,(S) is reductive.

As usual, let p: S - T", a - po be the right-regulax representations of 
^9.Then p: S -. Sr= {po:c e,5} is a surjective homomorphism. Define

(3.12) $: S, -, 'ru(.$); po - po .

Clearly r! is a well-defined injective map. We show that r! is ahomomorphism.
Indeed, if a,g €,S, thus by (3.4), for any 

^ge e olL(^g),

( p"pb)s" - pg"bbs)2 = p(e,ea,f)p(f ,Ig,g)"
if / e E(L"), s e E(Ls). Now if h e E(Lt), by (8.9), p(f,f g,g) -- p(I,f g,h).
Since /g f,/g, we have

(p" pb ) = p(e, eo, f) p(!, f b, h) - p(e, ea f b, lr) = p(e, eab, h) = pbb.

Hence

(3.13) popb = pob

and so ,hb,pu) = th(poa) = pob = popb - tb(p")l6pi.
We thus have the following theorem:
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TseoRnu 3.8. .Let s be a rcgular semigroup. ?fien [,(s) is a normal reductive
category and there is a homomorphism p: s -- ?L(,s) such that the congruence
lcer p , when p: S - S p is the fight regular representation.

We observe that the dual of all the results above regarding the categorv
L(5'), holds for the category R.(S). Thus, for e,f e n151, u € f Se, fg.O1\(e,u,f):x--- ur € R.(.t)(eS,/.9) = Homs151(e^9,/S) and the mapping u._-
)(e,u,/) is a bijection of f se onto R(s)(es,f s\. Also Equation (3.2*) holds
with )(e,u,f) = )(et,ue',f') if eg.et and 3/, and Equation (3.g*) becomes
),(e,u, f )^(f , u,9) = )(e,uu,g). The morphism A(e,u,/) is injective if (monomor_
phism) ef,l surjective (epimorphism) if u*.f and (bijective) is an isomorphism if
u€LefiRt.If 95ce^9,then A(g,ge)= j;3 and ) isaretractionif andonlyif
) = )(e,9,6) where g e E(Rn)n ur(e). A normal factorization of ) = )(e,u,f)
is given by:

(3.9') ) = )(e, g,g)\(g,u,h))(h,h,j), S e E(L,)fiw(e), h e E(R.)

Analogously, for a € ^9 ^t can be shown that

(3.10*) )o: eS - )""s = )(e, ae, f), f e n1n"1 .

is a cone from oR(S) to the vertex as and that MA" = {es: e € E(L")}. If
a -, \o:5 * .9.r is the antirepresentation of s by left translations. then the
map y''*:.91 -* ?R(.t)' )o - .\o is an injective homomorphism. Finally dual
statements (3.7') and (3.8*) of Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.g holds for R(s).
observe that corresponding to the isomorphism p:5.-- T[,(.g). *.e have an
anti-homomorphirm ):5 * TR,(.9) such that ker \ = ker A.

It follows immediately from Theorem 3.8 [(3.8+)] thar 5 is [a:rti-] isornorphic
to a subsemigroup of T[,(.9)["R(S)] if 5 is right-[eft-] reductive. In particular.
we have:

conolr,,q'nv 3.9. rf .9 is a regular monoid, then s j-" [anti-] isomorphic ro ?[,(s)
trR.(s)1.

Pnoor: By Theorem 3.8 and the renrark above p:s ---* 

"[,(.t) 
is an lnjective

homomorphism. If 7 € ru,(,S), and if o = 1",, , the image of 1 under the
component of 7 corresponding to 15 = S,,,then ^les = pa/es = pts. I{ence
p(a) = po = I and so I is surjective. Dualljii ir an antimorphism.
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If ,5 does not have an identity, it is well-known that the right regular repre-

sentation of ,51 induces a faithful representation of ,5 into ^9] and S) x Tt (S')
by the corollary above. Hence

Cotol,L.q,ny 3.I0. Every rcgular semigroup is [anti-J isomorphic to a subsemi-

group of Te for some suitable reduction category Q.

If ^9 is a regular semigroup, we have seen that [,(.9) is a normal reductive

category. The following theorem shows that every such.category arises this way:

TseonnU 3.11. If € is a normal, reductive category, then e is isomorphic to
L("e).
Pnoor': For each C e ae and / e.e(C,D) define

(3.14i) uF(C)-TQe, e e E(Te,\,'C,=C;
(3.14ii) ,F(/) = p(e,e* fo,e'), e,e' e (?€) with C, = C, C,' - D .

By Corollary 3.6, oF is an order-isomorphism of ue onto u[,(?€). BV Lemma

3.5, e*/o € eT1et. Since by Lemma I.7, f r+ /o is a bijection of €(C,D) with
e?0e' and so / ---+ p(e,e*Io,e') is a bijection of e,(C,D) with [,(?€)(^9e,.9e').

Also if F(f) = p(€,e*fo,r'), F(d = Pk\,r'igo,e" ), and if /9 exists in €, we

have e'Le'1 andsowemayreplace p(elre\g",.";,*ith p(e're''go,.") by(3.7)and
by (3.8),

p(e ,e*.fo,r')p(r',rt' no,€" ) = p(u,(r* fo)(r'' g"),.").

Now (e*/oX.''g") -- e*f"(it;'9o)o, ct - I-.fo.
Also (/s)" = f"(i|:' s)o = f'(i:;'s")".
Hence p(e ,e* fo,e')p(r',€t' go,€!' ) = p(r,e*(f g)",e" )'
rhus F(/)F(g) = P(f g).

Clearly F preserves identities and so F:8 -' [,("e) is an isomorphism.

Theorems 3.8 and 3.11 together give:

Coroll.try 3.I2. A normal category e is reductive if and only if I is isomorphic

to the category [,(S) for some regular semigroup S.

We now prcceed to characterize the category R"("e). Let e € E(?€). For

c €Ve, and g ' 8(",c'), define

(3.15i)

( 3.1sii )

H(e ,c) - {r* fot f e eQ,,C)}; and

H(r;S) - €* fo -' e"(f g)o
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Since /g € e(c., c'), H(e;g) isamapfrom I/(e;c) to II(e;c'). Clearly -E(e;1") =
1r(.;"). $ g €€(c,c'), h € €(c',"";, th"o

H(e;s)H(e;hXe."f') = H(e;h)(H(e;gX.'/')) = Itr(e,hx..(/g)') -- e*(f sh)o ,

H(e ,gh)(e* f") = e* (f gh)'

Hence .E(e; -): Q -+ Set is a functor. In the following 9* denotes the functor

category [e, Set].

Lpuu.r 3.13. For each e e E(Te\, nG;)€ 0* and H(r;-) isnatutallyequiv-
alenttothehome-functor €(c;-) foreach ce Me. AIso H(ei-)= H(e';-) if
ana only if e%e'.

Pnoor: By (3.15i), e E H(e;c,) and if e*1" e H(e;c), f e e(c,,c), then

II(e; fl(e) - c* fo. Hence e is a universal element for the functor H(r;-\ and so

by Yoneda Lemma, there is a unique natural isomorphisn ?.tIl(e; -) - €(c.; -)
such that (rl.)".(e) - 1c.. In view of Lemma 3.5(i), the proof of the Lemma will
be complete if we show that II(e; -) = fl(e';-) if and only if e*'d.

Firstsupposethat II(.;-) =H(e';-). Since e Efl(e;c,), e €H(e';c.) and

so there is an epimorphism li c6t --+ c. such that e e u'' g. Then by Lemma 3.5

e .€' = e'. Similarly e''€ = e and so e9e'. Conversely' a"ssume that eAe'. T'hen

by Lemma 3.5, Me = Met and €".,!c., "+ c. is an isomorphism with ,f,,| = ,'"..
It follows that e*/o = €t'G..,fo = e''(e",flo. Since f - e",,/ is a bijection of

e(c.,c) onto €(c.,,c) itfollowsthat II(e;c) = E(e',c) forall c€ Vg.fi g:c"' c'

is any morphism, we have for / e €(c.,,c),

H(eldk- !') = e'(.fg)o = €t'(r",, !g\" = nk';g)(€'' ec", fo\ = He'

-- fl(e';gXe'/')

Hence H(e;g) = H(e';g) for all morphisms. Thus If(.;-) = H(et;-)-

Suppose that ear'e' in E(fe). fi C e Ve and e* f" e H(e;C), whete

f e Q(C*C), then by Lemma 3.5, e*/o = 6t'no for some g e9(Cr',C) and so

e*!" e H(e'iC). Thus I/(e;C)e HQ'iC) for all C eVe. fi g:C ' C',then
for e*/" e H(e;C),

l.

!

l

H(e;g)(e'f') = ..("fg)o = €r' (rc.f g)" - H(r' g)(e'' (€c,, f)") -
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Since e*/o - er(€c.",.f)o, it follows that.the inclusion E(e;C) e EG,;C) is anatural transformatio'r- conversely if ny;-) F rkir--), *rr"r, e e H(e;c,) EH(e';Cr) and so € = 6t' yo fo. ,ome f e g@,,,Crl ,oa ,o't, Lemma 3.5 er.e _ e ;i'e' €u)'€t.It folrows the map rrg a"nnea by the following equation is an order_isomorphism of otR(?O) onto the set {Ek;_):e € nfielj e Ve, :

Let l/*0 denote the full subcategory of e* such that p,tV*€ = Im oG. We proceedto show that the map oG is the vertex map of an isomorphism a: R (?€) -* ry'*e .To this end, consider-) = )(.,7,e,):e^g ] .,S. gv 
"qurtio; Cr.rlj l,r-r"r,'r,and so C, e C, and 7 ='er^|c,,'by Lemma 3.5. Leti eg(c,,,cj. o"no" ' 

r'emma J'5' Let i - 7c,'i3i' Then

(3.16i) t'G(e^9) = H(e,-), 
^g = ?0 and € € .E(.g).

(3.16ii) G()) = *.e(i,,).rt,r

(3.17) Ir, = rlr 'e(.c., , -)

when 7': II(',-) * G(c^,-) is the naturar isomorphism sending e to rc. andG(i, -) is the natural transformation induced by f : d,, _* g,. Then G(,\) : H(e; _)is natural transformation. we now show that i(l) ao", oot depend on the choiceof e and e, in the
G(,\) does "., .h,;;::T .,i: :i i; ity!: 3li:1 : i,;;"irr,: ;.;:":.y(l .rt).., = \c,,(er)!,,. Sio."'.,c"'= j*;,(.r)c. (lr)c, = (.lc,,il,(.r)c.)o =(i(er)c.)"' so ?r = tt)",,i3,1 = ?,(...ri".. Arso, (n,,)c,(e) = (.)"., and(.n,'e(eg",,-)).,@ - (!d",e(;L,,,c,))(e) - €cct It folows that

L

Hence r,, .e(ir,-) . ,tJ, = rl, .eG.,r, -).(ir ,_) . ,tJt = T,.e(i,ec.t,_) . qJr =0,'e(i,-)'rtJt. ttn.:, ,9,, : (.,)Jl. This proves tiat cf,l; i, well_defined.Since /-*)(e,r"fo,e,) isi,bij;.li;; of e(C,,.C.) withd,ls;1.s,e,S) andsincecontravariant yoneda embedding is fully faithfui; f ,-* C(f) is a bijection ofR(e,9,e'^9) onto N'g(H(g,-),H'(r,,_)). To show that G is a functor, let ) =
iH;,?; il;lt'''t";')' rvo*'17rl'" = ("t' 'i1.,,- =\b,,,r|,, since z5,, ir

'r''r = 1b,,, .lb,i|;,, =.fb,,,

= 1b,,,i3;',t".,i$;, = iti.
' r3,if;:,.., . i3;, = 7b,,, tc,, i$;,

)

I
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G(,\)') = T, .e(t'1,-) .n7l

= 4e 'g(i'i,-)n;J
- e,' e(i', -) .rlJt .ne -e(i,) .njl
= G())G(l')

Hence:

Tuponnu 3.14. If € is a normal rcductive category, then there is an isomorphism
G:R("€) -'.f[*e.
Dprtntrton 3.3. when I is a normal reductive categiry, the category .l[*e mll
be ca,lled the nor-mal dual of e.

4. Cross-connections
Let € and D be two categories. If €* denotes the functor category [e, Set],

it is well-known that ttrere are isomorphisms of functor categories:

[e,D.] = (e x D)* =[D,e.].
In fact if F:€ - D* the corresponding element .F(-,-) € (0 x D). is defined
by:

F(C,D) = F(C)(D), F(f ,s) = F(C)(s)F(f)(D') = F(f)(D)F(c')(,g)
where f :C - C' e Q, and g: D - Dt € D. Hele F(f)(D) is the.D-component of
the natural transformation F(/): F(C) - F(C'). Conversely if .F(-, -): € x D ;
Set,

r(C) = F(C,-), r(/) = F(L-)
for /: C -- C' € e , defines the functor .F: e - D* corresponding to tr'(-, -).
Dprtxtttot't 4.1. Let F:e - D beafunctorof normalcategories. Weshallsay
that F is a lual isomorphism if it is fully-faithful, inclusion preserving and for
each C e ae, fl(C) is an isomorphism onto (f'(C)).

For e e Egq, let If (e, -) b" the functor defined by (3.15), we write:

(4.1) MH(e,-) - {C,,:e'?.e}

Note that MH(e,-) = Me and the subset MH(e,-) of ue is completely deter-
mined by the functor II(., -).

:

;
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?rR"(,S) and ) -Tuponpu 4.I. Let S be a regular semigroup. For f S e
),(e,u,/) e R(^9), Iet

(4.2) t aT(f S) = E(pt,-), r(l) : ,to"L(S)(p(f ,u,e),-).rt,]

where H(pl,-) is tie functor defined by (3.15\, r.1o. is the natwal isomorphism
of H(p',-) to [,(^9)(^9e,-) sending p3 to Is.. Then 

":R(S) 
-+ trf.[,(.9) is a

Iocal isomorphism. Dually

(4.2\ oA(se) = I1()3, -), L(p(",u, f)) = rr" .R(SX A(f ,u,e), -) .nii

for Se €
/[.R(S).

(4.3)

o[,(5) and p(e,u,f) e [,(.9) del?nes a local isomorphism A:[,(.t) -'
Moreover (^Se,/^9) € olL(.t) x uR(.9) , the map defined by

L

I
J

X(Se,f S):p!'p(f ,u,e)o -- )".\(e, u,f)"

is a natura,I isomorplism X: I(-, -) * A(-, -), where f(-, -) and A(-, -) ,

are bifunctors associated with f and A, respectively.

Pnoop: lf JS = f'5, then fTf' and,sobyTheorem 3.8, p(f) = pfnpl' : FU).
Hence by Lemma 3.L3, H(pr,-) = H(pI',-) and so uI is well-defined by (4.2).

Dually, oA is also well-defined. Let A = )(e, u, f):eS -- f S so that u e f Se.

Then by Theorem 3.8, p" = pG) e pll[,(S)p" and.so ) = \(p",p", pl)'-p"fr,(S) --
pt 7T,(S). By (3. 16ii) G(\) = rt e". L(.sXl", ) . 

n r|, G (p3 Tu,(S)) -- G b! m,6D,
where r7o":H(p",-) --+ [,(S)(.9e,-) ir the natural isomorphism sending p" to
ls" and F" = p"si|l,= p(f,z,e). By (3.16i), G@"ft$))= H(p",-) = f(e,9).
Hence by (a.2) f()) = C(l). If ) - ),(e,u,f), 

^'= 
)(.f,u,s),by Equation

(3.8), )A' = \(p",p",p",ps) = \(p",,pu",ps) - II,. Thus I is a functor. Since

G is inclusion-preserving, it is clear that f is also inclusion-preserving. Let
eS, e' S € o(/S), f (eS) = f (e'S). Then by Lemma 3.13, p"g"p''. Since v --+ pu is
a homomorphism, by Proposition2.L4 of [11], there is eleret, such that pe = p"'.
Then e1e'c.re' and p"tp"' = p" p'' - p"'. Hence Selet= Set ot eretLe'. Therefore
€1e' = e'; that is e11,e'. This implies that e,e1 € u'(f) and p" = p"r. So

e= fe= fp" = fp"'= fet =er. Thus eRet and so e,9 =e'5. Then oflf(/.9)
is one-to-one. To prove that it is onto, consider H(r,-) e Hbt,-). Thus
€ = p!'h for some h:Sf -. C, = Sg (ruy). Since e and pi are idempotents
in 

"I(S) 
such that €a'pl, epJ?"e and, upiupf . Since II(e, -) = H(epl,-),

t

)
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we may assume that eupl. Thus ^9g e Sf and .g may be assumed to be in
u(f). Then e = pl'h. So eso - lsg = olrnh - i|lrh. Hence h:Sf -,59 is

a retraction. Hence by Lemma 3.7, h = P(t,gl,g) where g*Lg'uf - I{cnce by

(3.10) €s" = pls.pj,g',g) =lp(",uf,f)p(f,g',9) = p(e,eg',g).Thus es" = Ps;.

i.e. € = po'. Thus l(g'r) = H(po,-) = II(e,-). This proves that uI is an

order-isomorphism of u(/^9) onto u(I/(p I , -)). If I(l(e, 
", J)) = I(.\(e, u' , f)) ,

then by (4.2), p(f,u,e) = p(f,u',e) and so u = tt1i.e. ,\(e,u,/) - I(t'u',f).
Thus f is faithful. Now let g:H(p",-) -+ H(pI,-) b" any morphisrn. Then

qil .e.4pt is a natural transformation from [,(^9)(Se, -) to [,(S)(.9/, -). Since

the contrcuariant Yoneda ernbedding is fully faithful, then is P(f,u,e):Sf - Se

such that nf,.t : V. \pr = L(SXp(/' u,e),-). Hence g = Tp"'L(S)(p(I'u,e.),-)'
qr| = I(A(e,a,/)). Hence I is full. This completes the proof that f is a local

isomorphism.

Now if .9"p is the left-right duat of ^!, then [,(Soo) = R(^t), )(S'e; = [,(^9).

Hence A defined by (+.2*) is the same as the functor f for .9op. Hence A is a

local isomorphism.
Now if ^gop is the left-right dual of ,S, then [,(Sor) = R(Sor) = [,(^9). Hence

A defined by (a.Z*) is the same as the functor I for .Sop. llence A is a local

isomorphism.
By (3.15), pr*p(f ,u,e)" - p(f ,u,e) is a bijection of H@r;,Se) to [,(5X.9i',

Se) , and similarly l"'A(e, u, f) -'* A(e, u, /,) is a bijection of I/(4";/5) to

R(S)(eS,/^9). Now p(/,u,e) -* u -, \(e,u,/) is a bijection of [,(^9)(^9/'5c1

to R(.9)(e^9,/.9). Hence (4.3) defines a bijection of f(/SXSe) = l(.Se,/S) witii
A(se,/S). Let x € f(^9e,/S) and P(e,u,et):Se * ^9e!. Ily the definition of

f(^9e,,fS), r = pf'p(f ,u,e)o where p(f ,u,e)zSf - ^9e. Then

X( ^9e, f S ) A'( fle,, a, e' \,/SX, ) = A(p(e, a,e' )' /^9)(X(^9e' /S )( c ) )

-- A(p(e,a,e'\,/S)(I"'.\(e ,u, f)") bv (4.3)

and A(p(e ,u,€'),lSX)* ).(e,u,.f)") = L(p(",u,e'))(/^9)()"')(e, u, f)')

= R (S)(.\(e' ,o,€),/S) . (rti"1 )rs((tlr" )rs(.\"'A(e, u, f )")

= (rli"l,)ls(n(s)X \(e' ,a,e), /S)(A(e ,u, f))
= (rr*1 )rs()(e', u, e))(e, u,, f)) = (tlil )ls(r( e' ,uu,,f)) = A"l \(e' ,ua, f)" .

a

a
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Ilence, X(Se, f S)A,(p(e,u, e'), f S){r) = 1"1 \(et ,uu, J)o .

l(p(", a,e'), f S)X(Se' ,/SXr) = I(.{e', /sXr(p(e, a,e'),/SXr))

= x(se' , f s)(H(pJ , p(e, o, e'))(c))

-- T(Se' , f S)(pi'p(f ,u,e\p(e,u,e')")

= x(se' , f s)(pJ'p(f ,ua,e')") = ,\"1)(e', u;u, f)o

This proves that the first diagram below commutes. Similarly if A(/, u,, t'),.fS *
/'5 is any morphism of R(^5), we can show that the second diagram also com-

mutes:

r(.ge,/.g) xts"'lsl A(.$e,/.g) t(sc,/5) xtlgtt 
a(.s

I

,u,e'),.fsi I r(s",1(/,.r,.f'))
+

f(5e, /'5) I(se'l's) 
A(Se, /',5)

It follows by bifunctor criterion that I:f(-,-) -* A(-,-) it a natural isomor-
phism. This completes the proof.

Suppose f:e -, D is a,n isomorphism of reductive categories. If € € E(Tg),
it is clear that the map F(C) -- F(C,) is a cone from uD to It(C,) satisfying
the conditions of Definition 3.1; we denote this by F(e). We define

(4.4i) N*F(H(e,-)) = H(F(e),-) for all e e E(TC).

II q:H(e,-) "- H(r',-) is any morphism of N"€, sittce C. and (,-,-' ale repre-

sentingobjectsfor H(e,-) and H(r',-) respectively,thereisaunitluemorphism

f :C,, - C. such that 4 = To.e(f ,-).rtJt. W'e set

(4.4ii) N- F(q) = Tr1e1 .D(F(f),) .qoln,

It is easy to see that:

Lnluua 4.2. It r':€ -* D is an isomorphism of reductive normal categories,

N*F:.lV*€ -. N'D defined by (a.l) is an isomorphism.

If € is a reductive normal category, the restruction of tire usual evaluation

functor to lf*e x € induces a functor Eg:Q'- I[*'e = (N-(;Y-€)) as folior,r's:

for /: c -- c' and q: H(r,-) -- H(e',f) = H(e,f)q.,.

e,fs)

f 
o1r",^1y,-,y'y;

J11p1",,,"';,1s;

t(se,,es) lrt:lrtl a(s

lotot"

e',fS)
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Pnopostrtow 4.3. Suppose that S = Te where € is a normal reductive category.
If F and G arc isomorphisms defined by Q.U) and (3.16) rcspectively and if t
and A, are |ocal isomorphisms defined by (1.2) and (4.2*) rcspectively, then we
have | =Go,lf*r'. Fufiher, 0 = F oAotrf*G:€ r y'f**€ is alocal isomorphism
which is naturally isomorphic to Eg.

Pnoor: By (3.16), (3.19) and (4.4), for any € € E(^9),

If.F1G(e^9)) = Ir.r(.g(., -)) = I/(F(e), -).
Now .F(e) is the cone f(c) - F(C,). By (3.14), r'(c) = e'.9, when et e E(S)
with c., =crand,F(e")= p(e'ref e"re)= p(e're'ere)= p\,s. Hence .F(e)= p'and,
so lY*F(G(e^9)) = H(p',-) = I(e^9) by (4.2). Similarly, if ) = )(.,7, et):eS n
e'.9, by (3.16), (3.14) and (4.4),

.i'f 
.r(c(D) = nr1,1.[,(SXr'(]), -) . qilel, i = ^t",, . j::

= rlp, .[,(S)(p(e', e'',1",,r),). 4]
= tlp, .E (S)(p(e' ,1, €), -) . ?r", = f(,\) by (a.2)

This proves that f = G o.f[*f.
It is clea,r that 0 = r' oAolV*G is a local isomorphism of e to .lF**e, since lr

and lY*G are isomorphisms (by Theorem 3.11 and Lemma 4.2) and, A is a local

isomorphism (by Theorem 4.1). From (3.14), (3.16), (4.2*) and (4.4), we hate

0(c) -.8(G(,\'), -), when ce = ct and

0(g) - rle1x,'y . Q(r1,,, . €(g, -) . ?.-r,-) . qZl^r,1, g,"" = 
"u, 

.

For c € ue and H(e',-) € aN*9, define

(a.6) 6(c,H(e',-)):rf f - G(l').(tl. .eG,).rtJ1)o, c6t = st, / e e(c'.c).

This is independent of the choice of e. For if c., = c,, €1Le and so G(,\')3G(X')
and G()'t; = G()').(rl,.q;r ). Hence

G(1")*(?., 'e(/, -) 'ri\o = G()').(rl,'Q(f ,-) '?Jt)".
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Clearly 6(c,H(e', -)) ir a bijection of Eg(c,H(r',-)) = H(e',c) with 0(c,H(e',-))
= H(G(A'),,H(d,-)). To prove that it is natural, first consider g:c - c". Let
e" e E(Te) with cet' = "". Then

0(s, H(e' ,-)Xr(",11(e', -))(e " f) = 0(s)(H(e' ,-))c()').( rt,_ .e(f ,-) . trJt)o)

= G(4"' )*(rlr,, .e$g,-) .r;t)o

and C:(c" ,H(d,-))(Eg(g,H(e',-)X."/o)) = 6("" ,II(e', -))(e '- (Id})

= G(l'" )*(rlr,, .e(f g,-) .ryJt)o

Hence 6(c, E(e' , -))0(g,I1(.', -)) = Ee@, H(e' ,-))Cs(c" ,fl(.', -)).
Now suppose that 11:H(et,-) --+ E(r" r-). Then there is licrtr + c., such

that 7 = rt.., . 9(g, -) . qJ] . Now. by (3.15)

0(",d = 0(c)(r) = rr(G()'),q):G(\')*q'0 -'G(l')*Ql'rio .

Hence for e'* f' e Eg(c,,H(r',-)) = E(e',c), where f :cr, -- c, we have

0(c, ri(t k, H (e', -))(er,f )) = O(c,rlXG( )' ).(rl, . e(f ,- ), qJ t )o

= G()')-((q,. e(f, ) . rt;\Qt,, . e(s,-) . r;,1,)10

= G()').(? , ' Q(gf ,-) . rl;,1;o ,

6(c, H(e", -))(Eg(c, ,ilk'' f )) = 6(c, H(r" ,-)Xn("X.'- /o)) by (a.b)

= 6(c, H(r" ,-)X.".(g/)o)
= G(A').(?, . 9(gf ,-) . rl;/;o .

Hence E g(c, T)6 (", E (r",- ) ) = 6 (c, H (e', -))0 (", ri.
It now follows from bifunctor criterion that 6: (c,H(e',-)) - 6(c,H(et,-)) is a
natural isomorphism: dr: EgG,-) + fler-). It follows from the isomorphism
(8 x N.e). with [e,lf**g] that there is a natural isomorphism 6:Eg + 0. This
completes the J', of.

Lptrlue 4.4. Let Q, and D benormalreductivecategory and I:D ---+ N*Q, tobe
a local isomorphisrn. Let i1O; fe the fuII subcategory of .f[**€ whose objects
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are II(r,-) where r is a cone trom aN'e to f(D) for some D e tD- Then
tlrere is an embedding i: f1O; -* N*D.

Pnoor: Let r:u.lf*€ * r(D) be a normal cone (Definition 3.1) in lf'D for
some D € aD. If Dt e uD, there is a unique morphism io,:D,-+ D such that
r(ip,) = rr(D,), since r is fully raithful. since r is inclusion preserving and
preserves and reflects isomorphisms, the map i: D, + ip, is a normal.cone in D.
Define

(4.7i) ui1n1r,-)) = H(i,-).

lf i:aD -- D and i:aD -- D' on two cones in D such that I(D) = I(D,), and
T(in,,)-l(7o,,) foreach D" erD,then Vp,, -io,,f where f:D--* Dtisthe
unique isomorphism such that f(/) = 1r(n). Hence 7 - f.f and so Vgtf in fn.
Hence H(7,-) = H(7,-) bv Lemma 3.13. Since I is fully faithful and inclusion
preserving, I(h) is an epimorphism in /r'e if and only if h is an epimorphism
in D. It follows that ru'r' in E(?N'€) if and only if iu'it, (where i denoted
some cone constructed as above for some D e uD etc.). This proves, by (3.15)
that the *rp ,i defined above is an inclusion-preserving bijection.

Let 4: H(r,,-)'- H(r',,-)'b" a morphism in y'[**e when vertices of r and
r' are I(D) and f(r') respectively. Then there is a unique morphism f : Dt .-- p
such that e = er. If -g("(/) ,-) .q,,t . Define

(4.7ii) i(l) = r+'D(f ,-)',tr,t

It is obvious that tliis defines a bijection of y'[**0(I/(r,-), H(r,,-)) with .N-D
(H(i,-), H(i',-)) = Ii.D(f(I/(r,-)), f1H1r,,-))). tt is also to see that this
defines a functor or f1o) to .l{*D. Hence i, r1l; --* lf *D is an embedding.
This completes the proof.

Tsponnu 4.5. Let e and D be normal and reductive categories and r: D -*
y'f*e be a local isomorphism. Let g' be the tull subcategory of e such that
oe' = {c e ue: For some D e uD, c e Mt(D)}. Then we have:
(1) e' is an ideal in e, and hence normal and reductive.
(2) There exists a local isomorphism f ': 9t --- N*D such that c € MI(D) for

c e u9', D e aD if and only if D e Mt.(c).
(3) ,For e e aQ', D eaD and e'' fo e H(e',c) = I(c, D) define
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(4.8) Xr(c, D)(r" f) = d(l')*so

where cc = ct C-(f') is tle cone in D to the vertex Dt e oD with T(D,) =H(r,-) and I(G()', -)) and f(C(,\.)) = d().) , and sz D, - D is the.morphism
such that f(g) = \,. e(L) . ,t /' . Then the map

(",D) -' Xr(c,D)

is a natural isomorphism Xp: I(-, -) * f*(-, -).
Pnoop: (1)tet ceag' and c'e c. Choose D€uD suchthat c eMt(D).
Then there is e € EQq with c. = c such that I(D) -- E(e,-). Let h:c -, c'
be a retraction. Then d = c*lu,s€ and so E(d,-) e Ek,-) = r(D). since
I is alocal isomorphism, there is JP e D such that I(Dt) = E(d,-). Thus
ct,e M E(e', -) = Mt(Dt) and so c' e o( . This proves that d is an ideal of e.
(2) tet c G ug' and choose D e uD with c e Mt(D). Suppose that I(D) =
H(r,-) so that c e M H(e,-). BV (4.1), we may assume that cc = c. Then G(,\')
is a cone in .lf**e to the vertex H(r,-) = l(D) and so 0(c\ = I/(G(A.), -) e
,i1O1. Conversely if H(o,-) € ui(D), where the vertex of o is f(D), then for
any c e MT(D), we have 0(c) = H(o,-).Hence by Proposition 4.3, Ole' is a
local isomorphism of e' onto i(O). Define

r. = (qe') .i(4.e)

Then f*: €' '- y'f*D is a local isomorphism, since i is .n embedding by Lemma
4.4. Let c e Mt(D). We can find e e Egq with c. = c and /I(., -) -r(r). Then d(c) = r/(G()'), -) where G(A') is the cone in .lr**g to the vertex
H(r,-) = f(D). As in the proof of Lemma 4.4, there is a unique cone d().)
in D to the vertex D so that f(r(c\ = H!;GQ.), -). Thus by (4.L), D e
MH(G(A.-),-) = Ml.(c). Conversely.let D € I.(c). Clearly, r(D) € M\(c) =
MH(G(^'),-), where ce = c. Hence there is a cone o:aN*e - I(D) such
that aEG()'), and H(o,-) = /I(G()'), -) by (a.1) and Lemma 3.13. Since
G:R("e) --+ .ff*C is an isomorphism, there is a cone o, in R(?e) such that
o = G(o'). Sinc.: ,-r = G()')*€ for some morphism {: H(e,-) -- H(etr-) = f(r) ,
it follows that o' = l'.9 for a unique morphism g of R(?€) such that G(9) = {.
Since o is an idempotent, so is o' and hence o' = \r" for some idempotent e"
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of €. Now .\: T€ - ("e) is the antirepresentation and so there is an idempotent

€r e E(Tq such that e1f,e and )' = )"' So o' ='\" and so o = G('\€r)' It

follows that I(D) = H(er,-)' Since e1Le, c'' - ce = c' Therefore ce Mt(D)'

This completes the Proof of (2)'

(3) Let c € ae and D E aD' Define

s(c, D)(G (^" )* (?.'' e(t, - )' T.-r )0 ) = d( )'' )*90

where c€' = c, ! e e&,c.) with e,e' e Egq and I e D(D"D) such-that

f(D) = H(r,-),f1ll';': i(,e',-) and l(e) :4eQ(L.-)-';t' tp iswell-defined;

that is, it does not depend on the choice o{i,e 
"oa 

b'- If et and ," u,.elements

of E(Te) such that cqt.= e,tt, then ii;" ^ouro 
l''3t)"'. So G(.\")lG1l"'1'

;. 
"irl/l.trr,, 

.rU,-l,nti' = c(|1I('to;?Ji!!" ei/'-)'?;1) = G('\")*(?"'

ail,ll n;iid si*iir.iy ii i,u e EQq with fl(e, -) = r/(e1, -), then there is

a unique fr € g(c,r, c) such that 1.' :9(f , -) ' 't;t = ,Tle" 
e(/t 

' -) ' rll'1' Finatly

if D",D, Ero *iir,'iiitl = r(b'; - n(r',-;, th"o-there is aunique y' e
'O1b,,',-O1*irf, 

flgy = i(r,). S_o, since C1f;) is'niquelV determined by G(I')

and D', we have G(l').gd = G()l)*96 where C(f/). is the unique cone to the

vertex D" suchtft"t'it'Ci,lt)) - G()").Hence {(",D),isawelldefinedbijection

";-;G,itrll 
to'r.(c,b). Supposethat f €e(c'c')' Thenfor ereE(Te) with

c,, = ctand Di e ob with-itqll = fl(e\,-), there is aunique h:Dl ' D'

such that f(h) = i,,,'gU,-) 't.;t' Then for G('\").I(g) e 0(e'r(D)) '

0(/,r(D)xG(1").r(s;o; = G()'i;.1r14)I(o))0 = G(l'i).r((hg)o)'

Hence e@',D)(0(/,I(D))XG(,\").r(go))) = d1'r'i;*(t'g)o' Similarlv bv the defi-

nitions of g,l' and (4'7), we have

r.(/, DxG(l/).go) - d()'i ).(hg)o'

This proves that the following diagram (the first) commute:

d(c,r(D)) v9g) f*(c,D)

f 
r1y,"1oyy t".,r,r,

0(c,I(D)) 'J\

f 4","1oyi

d(c,I(D')) egg')

I*(c,D)
' 

f"'{",oy

l*(c,D')

1

;
I

J

0(c',f(D)) *gg) f*(c',D)
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F 
Now if h eD(D,D'), then

0(c, r(h))(G()").I(go)) = G()")*(r(s)r(h))o = G()")*f (gh)o ;

I and so s(c, D')(0(c,r(h)XG()").I(g)o)) = d(^'').(gh)0. Also

I. (c, h)(d()" )*so) = d(ld ).(glr)o

This proves that the second ciiagram also commutes. Hence 9:@,D) -' g(crD)
" is a natural isomorphism of 0(-,f(-)) with I*(-,-). It is clear from (4.6) that

the map (",D) -'+ 6s(c,f(D)) is a natural isomorphism 6: I(-, -) * 0(-' f(-))'
From (4.6), (a.8) and the definition of g v/e see that for each c € ae, D € aD,

T.y(c, D) = ri'(c, I(D))p(", D)

t
I nence Ip: I*(-, -) '+ I*(:-, -) it a natural isomorphism.
' tet De aD.lf I(D) = H(r,-) € olY*e ,where e isaconein € withvertex
r c = ce, then the pair (",, D) determines the cone €; we shall denote this unique

I cone by lG,D).Thus given D e aD and c e MT(D), lk,D) is the unique cone

t such that
j

(4.10) I(D) = E(t@,D), -), c € Mt(D) .

Similarly, we write

(4.i0*) t*(c) = H(1*@,D),-)

Again the pair (",D) with c e Mt(D) (or D e Mt*(c)) completely determines

^t*(r,D). Now by the definition of I*,

I*(c) = fl(d1,fr{"'ol;, -;
: -^j-2, -/^ n\r . . r 1rr wtrere d(,\r(",D)) is the unique cone such that f(G(.\n"'o'),-) = G(l'Y(c'D)).

I Hence, using the definition of G (cf. (3.t0)), we get, for any D' e uD ',I
.a

I (4.11) t(l*(", D)o,).rhk,D) = T1(c,,b,1'e(lk',D')",-)c' e Mt(D')
l

This shows that, since I is faithful, the cone f(",D) is completely determined

by the functor | , and cones 7(c, D) and 1(c' , D').
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Pnoposlrron 4.0. Let e, D and t be as in Theorem
Mt(Dt), f e Q,(c,c') and g eD(D',D). Then the first
if and only if the,second also cornrnufes.

t( D, ) 
rtak' 'D') e(",, - )
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4'.5. Let c e Mt{D), c, e
diagram below commutes

f(D) 'taGS) g(", -)

D.1

r-(") "'k'"

l'-tt"
I.("r) 

q"S\o't

D.2

D(D,_)

lo'n'-'
D(D"_)

'1

I

I
lttn" f err,-r

Further, the m.p which assigns to each f e e,k,c,) a ntorphism g e
malking these diagranls cornrnute, is a bijection.

Pnoor: Assume that / € e(c, c,), 9 e D(D,,D) with c e III(D)
Iv{t(D'). suppose that the first diagram above commutes. Hence the
diagrarn commutes: ?r(c,,p,;(cr)g(/,-) = T(c,,glq"r1c,oy(cr). Now,

€(f , -)!tr(",,o,y(c')(q1c', D'))) = g(f ,-X1.,) = /.
Also r(c', g)lt(,"',D')) e r1c;,o; and so r(c,,9)(4(c,,D,)) = ?t(c,D)'1.o rvhere
& e €(c,c'). Ilence r41",py(I(c',gX7(c,,D,))) = fr and so * = /. Thus

(4.r2) I(c', g)(7(c' , D')) = 7(c, D)- fu = f(/, D)(tG, D)) .

In view of (4.10) and (4.10*), Equatio. (4.g) defini'g rp may be written as

(4.8') rr("',DXr(c,D)-.fo) = 7-(c,, D,)'go

where / and g satisfies the hypothesis abo'e (i.e. makes the first diagram
D.1 commutes). Now, let p(c,-) = n.rl.,ot.Ir(_,D):€(c._) _ f-f_,At.
Then foreach c (and D with c € Mr(Di)-'6(rh,-) is a natural isomorphism.
Also rp(c,cX1") = rr(c, D)(n.,t",oft")) = rp(c,D)(7(c,D)) -.r,(c,D).Hencep(c,c')(f) = p(c,c')(€(c,/X1;)) : t.(/,D)(p(",cX1")) = r-(,f, D)(.t-k.D))
and g(c,c')(f) = Ir(c', D)(lk,D)'!o) = 1*(c,,D,)'go = f*("i, g)0-("i,o,)).
Thus:

(+ tz*1 T- (f, D)(t*G, D)) = .y*(c,, D,)*go = f*(c,,9X .t'(c,, D,)).

l

D(D" D)

and c'€
following
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) Now

(T)rk,o)(D)D(g,-))2.(", D) = D(g,-1111.,.1c,o)(D)(t.k,D)) = D(s,-)(Lp) = s

and (f*(/, D)q.r.1e,o,1(D))(t-k,D)) = Tf k,,D,)(D)(t*k,,D,)*so:9. Hence by
Yoneda Lemma, the two natural transformations 7r,1", olD(gr_), f'("f,D)
Tf (c',Dr1il*(c) -* D(D',-) coincide. Hence the diagram D2 commutes:

conversely :6sume that / and g makes diagram D2 commute. By (+.a'),
if lp(c', D)(lk,D)-f\ = 1*(c,,D,)*80, then / and g makes the diagram D1
commute and so by the above they also make D2 commute. Hence we get Ty@,D)D(g,-) = Tf@,pyD(t,-) from which we conclude that g = A.Hence f and, g
make the,first diagram commute. Since Ir is a natural isomorphism, it follows
from (4.8) that f -* 9 is a bijection of €(c,c') with D(D,,D). This completes
the proof.

When / and g satisfy the condition of the Proposition above, we shall denote
g by f* and /* will be called the transpose of f from D, to D. similarly given
g e D(Dt,D), the transpose !*:c -+ c' of g will be the morphism / above. Note
that /** - / and g** = g. Prom the proposition above we have the following:

Conollany 4.7. Let c; e Ml(D;), i - 0,1,2 and f;:ct_r...+ ci, i = L,2. Then
(hfz)- = f;fi.
Tseonpu 4.8. Let I:D --- I[*€ be a ]ocal isomorphism of normal reductive
categories. If 'for each.c e ue , there is D e uD such that c € Ml(D), then
A* = | and X6- Iat, where A = I*.
Pnoor': By Theorem 4.5, c e Mt(D) if and only if D e MT*(c): ML(c);
this is true if and only il c € ML-(D). Thus MI(D) = ML-(D). Now if
c e Mt(D) = M L'(D), then there are cones € and e' to the vertex c such that
f(D) = E(r,-) and A.(D) = H(e,,-). Let c,€ue and. D,e MA(c,). Then
ct e Mt(D') = MA*(D') and it follows from (4.10) and proposition 4.6 that
ei,:D -, Dt = rb where rt:aD.-- Dt is the cone such that A(c,) = H(r,,_). By
thesamereason r'p':c---c'= e!,. Hence et",=cf,l-€c,. Hence €,:€ and.so
r(r) = a.(r) for every D e uD. Let g:D -- Dt be any morphism of D. Bv
Proposition 4.6,

r'(g) = T4",o)' Q(g*,-)' nll",o,) : A*(9**) = A(g),
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where c € Ml(D), c' e Mt(D'). Hence r = A*. Finally it follows immediately
from (4.8') that Ifr - Xa. This completes the proof.

We observe that if l: D -* y'f *0 is any local isomorphism, then the local
isomorphism l*:9, -- N*D satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.g. Hence we
have:

Conoll.lny If t:D -r N*€ is any local isomorphism, then _Tr*

I)nrlNtrlox 4.2. Lete andDbenormalreductivecategories. Across-connection
fromD b e isalocalisontorphisnr f:D--*.1{*€ suchthatfor ceug thereis
D e uD such that c € Mt(D).

In the following, by cross-co nnection, we shall mean a triplet of the form
(e,D;f) where f:D * 1f*e is a cross-coulection from D to e. I{owever, we
sha,ll often say that | 'fs o cross-connectiott' if the categories 0 and D are clear
[r'orn the coutext.

Wliett f : D -' y'{*€ is a cross-connection, the category €' defined in Theorem
4.5 coincides with € and l*:€ --* rf*D is a cross-connection from € to D. we
shall rcfer to f*(= (D,€;f.)) as the rlual of t(= (g,D;f)) and the naturbl
isontorpltisut Ip.:f(-,-) * f*(-,-) .r the duality associated with the cross-
conncction f. Note that if f:D - lV*€ is any local isomorphism, then l*:g, __-

iV*l) is a cross-counection.

I)noposlrloN 4.10. Let f:D -' N*€ be a cross-connection and let

(4.13) i/f = ulPi c, D): (c, D) e tg x uDj

I'hen 1 e'Ie belongs to Lrf if and only if I - ^,tG,,D)*f , where f:c, - c is
an isonrorplrisnr in €. Further, I/f is a regula.r subsemigroup of Tg such that
[,(t/f) is isornorplic to Q.

Pn<rop: lf I -.lk',D)*f where f:c,.--t c isanison-rorphism,then 1€ H(1(ct,D)
;c) = f(c,D) and so 7 e Lrt. Conrersely if 1 e f(c.D) = H(.t(c,,D);c),
then 7 : 1(c',D)-fo with /: c' -.- c. Then 7 € f(c,D) rvhere cr = Im /.
Hence we may assume that 7 = 1(c,,D)*/ where f:c,-, c is an isomorphism.
Let f = hg be a normal factorization of /. If e = 1(ct,D)*h, then €". =
1(c',D)",h = j3. = 1c. since h:c' * c. is a retraction. Tirus e is an iricrnpoient
such that eu1(c',D) (bV Lemma 3.5). Hence H(r;-) e IIeet,r);_) = l(D).
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since I is a local isomorphism, there is D' c D such that r/(e;-) = r(D,).
Then c. e Ml(D,) and so, e = 1(c,,,D,) and \ e H(1@,,D,),c).'Now'7 =
1@t,D)*hg = (1(c',D)*h)*g = ^l(cr,D,)*g and g:ce + c is an isomorphism.

By (3'a)' a product T'rz € ur if l, e [/r. Hence t/f is a right ideal of
?€ and hence, in particular, Ul is a semigroup. If .y e Ut, then 7 = 1e, , D)* fwhere f :c' -- c is an isomorphism. since r is a cross-connection,.there is D, €
uD such that c e Mt(Dt:). Let | =t(c,D,)*f-r. Then I e(Il and it is easy
tosee (from (3.4)) that 7.^l'..y -7 and l.^r.1,=^1,. Hence Lrf isaregular
subsemigroup of ?0.

since each !-class of ?€ contains an idempotent of the form 1@,D), it
follows that 7(c, D)rg - 1(c, D)ut is an order-isomorphism of on(ie) onto
ut (Ut). Simila,rly the map p(tk, D),^rG, D)* fo,t(c,, p'l) _- p(tk,, D), 1Q, O)-
fo ,i(c' , D))lAt is a bijection of [,("€)1(Tg1@, q,rbij , D,)) onto UiUr; 

'

(UlT@,D),U\(cl,D')) and this bijective is functorial. Thus the restriction in-
duces an isomorphism of [,(?e) onto [,(t/f). Hence by Theorem 3.11, there is an
isomorphism F': e + [,(t/l).

If f: D -* -|y'*€ is a cross-connection; we know that f*: e - r[*D is arso a
cross-connection. Hence

(4.13*) tII* = U{f*(c, D):c,D e ae x aD}

is a regular subseneigroup of ?D such that L(tlt*) is isomorphic to D. .we
proceed to show that I determines a subdirect product ^tr of t/f and Uf*. We
need the following lemma:

Lnuua 4.11. Supposethat 1k,D)*fo =1(c,,D,)*g where f:ct_- cr, is amor_
phism, g:c' -- c!, is an isomorphism and 1(ct,Dt)u1e,D). Then

Ir("r , D)(tk, D). fo) = Ir("i, D,)(t(", , D,). g) .

Pnoor: The given equality implies that Im / = Irrr.fo = Im g ='c'r. Let
h - |on-r. Then 7(c, D)*h = (lk,D)*fo)*g-t = (^t(",,D,)*d *9-"t = lG,,i,).
Hence I", = 1(ct,D')", = 1@,D).,h. Now by the given condition we have 

"1, 
g 

"(and Dl g D). Hence 1(c.,D)", = jj and. so h:c -, c, is a retraction. Hence
t : n!i""i is a normal factorization of /. Since 7(c, D)*h = 1(c,,D,), h -''l(ct,D').. Hence by (a.11) and Proposition 4.6, we have h* - .,t*(c,D)
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is the transpose of h from Dt to D. since D' I D, ^r'(c,D)u = iDu'

By simila,r arguments, we see that the transpose 
"1 i"ei {rom D1 to Di (with

h e MD(e), D| e MD(c|,) and D! 9 Dr) is a retraction k: Dt . D1. Eence

f: = i.;ih'*n"* g'rD'r'- D' is thl transpose of gzct -* ct1 which is clea'rly an

isomorphism. Therefore bY (4'8)'

Xr(cr, DXr(", D)'f ) = 1'(q,D1)'&g' = (T '(cr' Dr)'k)*g'

Now 7'(cr,Dr)'* = l'(c1,&Xl'("r, pr)) = f'(fi'i'DiXf.("i'Di))

- f'(ril,D'1)'y'(c'1,D1)) bY (a'rz*)

- r'(j!l,Dl)x1(c'1,Di)('v(ci'Di)) bv (a'8)

= Ir(ci, Di)G(j!:' Di)(7(ci' Di )))

- Xp(c'1, DiXr("i, Di)'g;l )o)

= f,i(c'1,DiXr("i, Di) = t'k!,,Dl) (bv (a'8))'

Ilence Xr(ci,DiXlG\,D\) = 1'(c!1,Di)*g' = Ir(ci'D')(tG"D')*g) bv (a'8)'

This comPletes the Proof'

Given a cross-connection I: D - N'e , P € Uf is said to be ldnkedto l e Ul'
(or I is linkdto p) if there is (c,D) € oe x uD such that

p € I(e,D) and ) = Xr(c, O)(P)(4.14)

-.1lnthiscasethepair(p,'\)isreferredtoasalinkedpcir'Wewrite
(4.15) Si = {(p,}) e Uf x Uf.: (p,)) is a linked pair}'

Since every p € ur[] € uI.] is linked to at least one ] e ut*lt' € url, and uI

respectively, Moreover, Si i. clearly a relation from UI to [II* and its inverse

relation is .9I'.

Lnuur 4.L2. It p; € I(c;, D;),then Xr(cr,DrXpr)Xr(cz'Dz) = Xr(cr;Dz)@''

pt).

Pnoor: Suppose that c! E Mf(Di) and D! € Mf'(c;) 
' .i.= 

!'2'Then there ex-

ists fi: cl- cssucrritrat p;=1ic!;,'D;)'f and X'("" D)(p;) = ?*(ci'D'l).(t.)o'
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i = 1,2 (by (4.8)). Now by (3.4), hpz = pi(Pz)o",, = 1@!r, D)- fi?&L, Dz)",,t2)o

= ^t(cl,Di*Urt@!z,Dz)nfz\o. Hence by (3'8)

Xr("r, D z)(n pz) ='t* (cz, DL\'(ht (clr, D 2)., !z)')o .

Now, (htkL,Dz)"fz)' = fth(4,D2)"J* ti bv Corolla'rv 4'7

= ftt(er,Dl)o")fi by (4.11) and Proposition 4'6

Hence Xr(cr, Dz)(npz) = "f* (cz, D')- Ut t- (q, D\) o" ti)o
Now, as before, it is easY to see that

xr("2, Dz)bz)xr(q, D)(p) = 'r*(c2,, D')-(fit-(q, Dl)o,fi)o

and so the lemma is Proved.

Tuoonpu 4.L3. Let I:D -* lV*e be across-connection. Fot (pr,\), (p"l') e

il,d"fin" 
-,7.

(4.10) (p,)Xy',)') = (PP',.\')).

Tftis defines a binary operation io ..it and .9t is a rqgular semigtoup which is a

subdirect product of IIt and Ut'. Moraver there exist isornorpftisrns Fr':€'*
L(Sr) and Ge:D - R(SI).
pnoor: By the rernarks proceeding Lemma 4.12, it is clear that .9I is a subdirect

product if it is a semigroup; this will follon' if we show that.if (p,)),(p")') e
-Sl, 

pp,is linked to l'1. By (a.16), there exist (c,D),(c',D') e u0 x {D 1ch
that p € I(c,D), ,\ = Ir(c,D)(p) aod p' et(C,D'), l'T Xr("',D')(p')' Then

by Lemma 4.!2, 
^'^=Xr(CrD)(pp')- 

Ilence (p/,\'\) € Sf'
Let (p,))e.9i sothatfor (",D)€c€x oD, P€t(c,D), )=fp(c'D)(p),

By Proposition 4.10 (see the pro<f), if p =' t(c',Dyf when cr € MI(D) and

!:c' - c, there is 'yic", D')q(Crb) and an isomorphism 9: "" - c1 I c such

ll"t p ='t(t' ,D')'g. By l,emma 4.11, Ip(c,D\(p) = Ir(cr, D')(p) = l' Hence

if g':O1 - n'is.tr"ospoae of g:i'+ cr where Dt € MT'(c1), thm l =

?*i.r, Dt)'g*.by (4.8). Now..g-r:cr - i' and the transpose o1 elt from Dt

;r'i; i;' ;'-'. i"o"" xv(t'',D1)(drr,Dr)'g-r) = 't'(i' ,ptleot-'' Ilence if
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p' = ^l(q, Dr)*g-r and )' = ^l*(c" , pt1*n*-r , then (p, , \,) e ,gl and it is easy to
see (using (3.4)) that (p,\)(p,,A')(p,\\ = (.p,)) and (p,,\,)(p,\)(p,,.\') = (p,,),).
Thus ^if is regular.

Suppose that r1:5f - Uf is the projection. We first shbw that UI is iso-
morphic to the regular representations (5I), of ^gI. It is sufficient to show
that the congluence con{J T1 induced by or is the same as the congruence
cong p oo ^9I by the regular representation. Let (p,Ar), (p,,\z) e SI (-so that
(p,)r),(p,\z) € cong r1). Then there exists (c;,D;) € ue x uD, ,i, = 7,2
such that p = .l(c';,D;)*f; € I(c;,D;) where fi is an isomorphism and ); -

r(c;, D;)(p), i - I,2. Then 7(c,r,D1)R7(c!2,D2) and so f(D1) = l(Dz).
Hence 1(c'p,Dr) : TkL,Dz), k : 7,2. Hence h = l(cL,Dz).\fz. Now if-{p',}') € ,Sf , where p' = l(c',D') e ^gf , *h"r" p, =.,1(ct,D,)*fi e T(c",D,)
with f':,ct -r "" "o 

isomorphism and )r = Ir(c",D,)(p,), we have by Lemma
4.12, A1A' = Ir(", Dt)(ptp) = )z)' where c = cr - c2 : cp, the vertex
of p, Hence (p',\')(p,\) : (p'p,))? : (p,p,\z\') : (p,,),Xp,)r). Hence
((p,lr), (p,\z) €. cong p. Thus 

"ong 
*{c cong p.

we now show that the congruence. cong p on ur is the identity. It is suf-
ficient to show that no two distinct idempotents of [/l are related by cong p,,
since 1c f\ cong p identity for some regular semigroup. rf (1@1,, Dr), j(cz, Dz) e
cong p, since cong p g {,, we have cr = c2. Now p7(c1 ,Dr) = plkt,Dz)
for all p e ut. Hence if c' e 7€ and if 7(c' ,D') is any idempotent with
vertex c', 1(c',D')lkt,Dr) = 7@,,D,)1ftr,Dz). Hence (lk,,Dt)l(cr,D)) -
1(ct,Dt)Z,= (tk',D')tkr,Dr))'",= 7@1,D:2)!,.'Thrr, ^f(cr,D'r)", =.y(cr,Dr)",.
Tlris is true for all c' € o€ and $o 7(cr,rr) = l(er,Dz). Nowif ((pr,Ar), (pz,Az))
e cong p, then clearly (pr,pz) € eong p on UI and sopr - p2. Thus eong p e
con! 7i1

Let (p1,\r),(p:,,)2) € ^tI. If (pr,\)L(pz,A2), clearly prLpz in Uf. Con-
versely if pt - ptpl,then forany.,\' linked to p,, )q,\, is.linkedto ptpl - pz afld
so (pi,)14') = (p';\')(h,)1). Since ((pz,\z),(pz, trrl,)) E cong p, (pz,,Az)L(pz,
.\1.\') and so (p2,,\2) e .9f 1pr,,\1). Hence if p1Lp2 is Uf , it follows that (p1,,\1)
L(pz, )z). Hence

, 1 ' . :. . aF",:(Ilp 1t Sflpr,f ;

is a bijectionof uL((IT) to oI(SI), which by llre abgye is inclusion preserving.

{
I
't

J

t
q

I
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I
:

,-)
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Also for I;" - c', and )' linked to 7(c, D)- f with vertex D,

F' ((r(", D),'t (c,(I)* f 1 (1, c'\'1

= ((1@, D)1* (c, D),(t@, D)* frtr'), (7("', D'),7* (c' , D'))

is well defined because the translation induced by any p in (7@,D\*fo,,\') is
equal to that induced by any other pair (lk,D\-f,)"). It is easy to see that
F" :tL((It) - L(3f) is an isomorphism. Hence by Theorem 4.10, -Fr defined by:

(4.I7i) rr(") = ,St(p,l), where p is a cone with vertex c I and

(4.17ii) fr(/) = p((tk, D),1*(c,D)), (r("', D'),1*("', D'))), f :c - c' ,

and ) is linked to p -,y(c,D)*fo with vertex D is an isomorphism -F1,:e +
L(sr).

Since f*:0 + trf*D is a cross-connectio-rplby the above there is an isomor-
phism F:D - I(3I.). Now .9f* = ,9I-t lila tn" map (.\,p) - (p,,\) is an
isomorphism of .9f. Clearly this induces an isomorphism F:U(.9f.) - R(^tf).
Thus by (4.LT) Gp defined by:

(4.17i*) Gr(D)=(7(c, D),.t*(c,D))Sr
(4.17ii+) Gr(g)= )((7(c, D))t*G, D)),(p,)),(r("" D:),l*k" D',)))

where g:D' -' D and, p is linked to ,\ - l*("',D')*go with vertex c, is an

isomorphism Gp: D -' R (^91). Note that Gp = F o F. fnir completes the prooA.

Por convenience of later reference, we state the following as a corolla,rg and
is a consequence of the proof of the above theorem above:

Conollenv 4.14. Let f:D - If*e is a cross-connection. The following state-
ments are equivalent:
(1) Sf is right reductive.
(2) The projection o1, .9f -* UI is an isomo rphism.
(3) f : D -' N*9 is embedding (i.e. at is injective).

Pnoor: Equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from the equality cong p - cong q. lf
(2) holds andif l(rr) - I(D2), for any c e MT(D1), lk,Dr) =1(c,Dz) and qo,

(('y(", D1),1*ft,Dt)),hk,Dz),'t*(c,Dz)) e cong p - cong r and so 7*(c,p1) =,

l
F

)
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''l*(",D2). Hence Dr = vertex f(c,Dt) = vertex 'y*(c,Dz\ - D2. Conversely if
(e) holas and if ((t@,D),)1),('y(c,D),)z)) e cong p, then by the proof above

there is Dr, Dz € Mf.(c) such that ); = 'y*(c, D;), i = 1,2 and 7(/, D) '=

l@,D;). Then f(Dt) = f(Dz) and so Dr = Dz bV (3). Hence )r = Iz and so

(1) holds.

Let ,5 be a regular semigroup and I,A and X be defined by (4.1), (4.2*)
and (4.3) respectively. By Theorem 4.1, f is a local isomorphism. Since f(^9/) =
H(pl ,-) and since pt is a convex with vertex .$/ (cf. (3.10)), we have 16 f, f S )

-- pt. Hence I is a coss-connection. By;[4.2) and Proposition 4.6 ,\(e, u, f) =
p(f,u,e)*.Hence by (3.10) and (4.11), dfs = \(e,ef,f) - p(f ,ef ,e)* = (p'sr)*.

Therefore, 'y*(S!,/S)"s - (f(S",e.9)rs)* = b"i) = )Js. Thus 7.(Sf,fs) --

.\. = A(,f,S). Similarly by Proposition 4.6 and (a.2t).

A(p(e,u,/)) = tr. .R(SX \(f ,u,e),,-) . ,t^i

= f.()(/, u,e)*) = f 
*(p(e, u, f)) .

Therefore A : I*. Further by (4.3) and (a.8'), for ^9e e aL(S) and JS € ?rR,(^9).

T,(Se,f S) = Xp(.9e,/S). Thus I = Xr.
Now let a e S. Then for any e e E(R") ,

po = p' po - p"' p(e,o, f) where f e E(L").

Hence by Proposition 4.10, p' e UT. Conversely if 1 € Uf , then 7 - 1(Se,!S)'p
where p is an isomorphism of 5e onto ^9h (.ty). Then p = p(e,u, h) ' where

a e R"f\ Ln. Also ,Se e MY(IS\ = MII(pt,-) *d so by (3.11) there is
g € LenRt. Hence t(Se,,.fS) = f(.,Sg,gS) - pe and,l = pe'p(g,qu,h) = psu.

Hence

(4.18) '. Uf = {Ppa: t e ,9}

Leta€R"fiL1 where e,f eE(S).Then

p" = p"',p(e,o,!1, )" = lt'l( t,o,e)

Hence by (a.la) and (4.3), I' is linked to pn. Conversely let I be linked to
pn. Then by (4.14), pc = 1(Se,tS)'p"s., where,p3" is an isomorphism and

{
it
j

i

I

{
l
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) = T(Sh , S f)(p") where hlo. As before we can find g € E(S) such that

1(Se,/,S) = ps and then

p" = pe'p(grga,h)= peo

and by (4.3), ,\ = )h' ),(h,ga,g) = leo. Thus (p",.\) - (pe',leo). Since S is
weakly reductive, a t- (p",,\") is an isomorphism. Hence:

Tunonou 4.15. Let ^9 be a regularsemigroup. Tfius f:R(S) -' N.[,(S) defined

by (A.2) is a cross-connection such that I* = A and Tt = X where A' and T,

are defined by (A.1*) and (4.3) respectively. Further
F

^fr = ii[', A"):c e s]

and the mapping 9s:.1 -' 3t defined by

(4.1e) vs@) = (po, Ao)

is an isomorphism of S onto ST.

ROt"t.cR.x 4.4. Theorem 4.13 constructs a regular semigroup ,5f ftom a cross-

connection f : D -r If *e and Theorem 4.15 shows that, up to isomorphisms, every

regular semigroup is of this form.

Now given two normal reductive categories e and D existence of a cross-

connection between them, implies strong relations betrveen I and D. In fact, up

to the vertex set D, D is the same as a'total ideal of N*0. Here an ideal I of I[*€
istotalifforeach cEue,thereis II(e,-) e / suchthat ee MH(e,-). If across-

connection f:D - y'[*8 exists. we can construct D from uD and Im f which

is a total ideal of y'f *0. Now, clearly uD is a regular partially ordered set and by

Proposition 4.6, D(D,D') = {rt1.o,,q9(f ,-)'rl.r(o',c'); l € e(c',c), c € Mt(D)
and c, e Ml(Dt)\. It is also that I is completely determined by trl. This

suggests that a regular semigroup can be constructed from the following data:

(1) a normal reductive category ee,
(2) a regular partially ordered set .I; and

(3) A mapping 0;I -* uy'f *€ such that
(i) ell(c) is an isomorphism for each x € I;
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(ii) Im g is total in uN*€ (is teh full subcategory generatedby Im 0 is.a

total ideal of N*€ ) 
-

Given these, we construct the category D by setting:

(4.20) uD = I, D(D, D') = ht@*'t ' g(/, -) ' qlto, ,",f f € €(c', c) .)

where c e M|(D), c' e M|(c') and l(D,c) is the unique cone such that d(D) :
II(1(D,c): -). I is constructed by setting

(4.2L) al = 0 and f lD(0, D') = ID{o,o,).

It is easy to see that D is a normal reductive-l{tegory and f : D + ly'*€ is a
cross-connection.

By Corollary 4.I4, the semigroup ^9t constructed as above is right reductive

if and only if d is an embedding of 1 as a total ideal of olf *€. Thus there is one-

to-one correspondence between right reductive regular semimaps with [,(^9) = €
and total ideals of N.€.

5. Morphism of Cross-connections

In this section we wish to describe homomorphisms of regular semigroups in

terms of cross-colnections. We shall define a category Cr which will be called

the category of cross-connections and show that Cr is naturally equivalent to the

category RS of regular semigroups.

Let l:D--- N*€ be a cross-connection. If c € Ivtt(D), clearly, (lk,D),
f (c,D)) is an idempotent in 5f. Eu"ry idempotent of sf is of this form. For,

if (p,)) is an idempotent, then by (4.15) and (4.16), p is an idempotent in Uf
and by Proposition 4.10, p =.|(c,D) for (.,D) € t'€ x oD such that c € ,11f(r).
Now, by (4.14), tliere is (",,D',) € a8 X uD and an isomorphism /:c * c rvith

c" e Ml(D') (by Proposition 4.10) such that

p=^l(c",Dt)*f, ,\ = -Tr(c', D')lp)

Then 7(c, D) =1(c",D')*f and so c'= c and by Lemma3'5, 'y(c, D)3'1@" 'Dt)'
Hence by Lemma 3.13, f(r) = H(1Q,r),-) = H(1(c",D'),-),= f(D')' Heuce

ilc,D) ='l(c,D').It follows that / = ^l(c'D')"" 31.t6 so by (4'8 )

) = rr(c, D')(^tk",D')*1(.; D'1""1= rr(c,D')(r(t' D'))=1*(c,D')'
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Hence (p,A) = (lG, D'),1*(", D')). It is clear that the mapping

(5.1) a: El = {(c,D): c e Mt(D)} -* E(.if) , a(c,D) = (1@,D),1-Q,D))

is a bijection. Hence we rnay define a biorder struct'ure on -EI which makes a
biorder isomorphism

Recall from $1 that a coimage of a morphism /: c -- ct is the image of
a retraction e such that / - eui is a normal factorization of /. Thus the

equation cr = coim / means that ther€ is a unique retraction e: c J c1 such that
e is'a'factor of a normal factorization of /. Any two coimages of / are clearly

isomorphic.
By routine calculation one can prove the following.

PnoposlttoN 5.1. Let TzD + I[*e be a croryo-nnection' Then -Ef = {(c,D):
c e Ml(D)) becomes a biordered set when we d&ne quasiorders and basic prod-

ucfs as follows: '

("' , D')wI (c,D) <+ c' g c;(5.2) . ,, ,,\'v'?t 
erD)(c'rD') = ("',D"), where D" =rm ("1*(",D)o,).

*
(5.2 )

(c'. D')ut'(c, D) + D' g D ;

(c',D')(c,D)'= (c" ,D'), where "" 
: Im, 0G,D)c\.

If (c;D)i@';D') € El , the sandwich set 5((c, D),(9',D')) = S(c,.D') wltete

(5.3) 3(c, D')= {("",D ):c'" = coirr (il"1,D')"), D" -- coim (7*(c, D')o')}.

Pnoor: We shall verify only (5.3). If e and / are idempotents of a regular

semigroup ,5, it is well-known that: ^9(e, 7) = V(ef )n M(e,/) (.f. [11])' Now let
("r,D" ) e S((c, D),(ct,D')). Then clearly t\9t,D") f. S(r(., D),t(9.',D')) and

so if ci' - vertexof 7(c. D)lG',D'),."y(ct,D") = ^l("",D" ).1(.t, D")J'. Since

^t(q, D" ) e V(1ft, D)l("',D')), there exists h e D such that 1@, D)1Q', D') :
^lkr, Dr)*(^l("r, D" )",,)-l. Hence we have

j\r, DL) - 't(c,D)'t@', n')lQ@t, D" );,,7
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and 'y(c1, D)w1@rD). Hence h = "l(c'rD')"")"c * ".' is a retraction such

;; il;,;i2:;OGr,a;jr'1-t is a normJfactorization or 1(c"D')!' rnus

cr ='coim tii.',p'll) = *il'tr(c',D')"). Similarlv D"- = coim (7'(c'D)o')

;tJ-i;;]i1'. 31.,^o';. converself ret (c" P).e.3(c'D')' since c" =
coim 7(c;,b'1".th"r" is Dr I D such that Dr e MI'(c'.) and

^t("" , Dt| f = 'l(c, D) ' 7G' , D') where 7 =' 1(c" D')1"

If c1 = Im.f , then there is Dt1 G D', such that c1 € Mf(Dr).. Let hzc.'

"" b" the retraction such that 'y(c', Dt). = h1(c';D')"" ' h'"= (rii)tt D' - D\

and h" : Di'' - D" bethe retraction such that 7'(c, D)o' ='{h" f ("'?\P" ' Now

itt,o'1" = hf j'",, isa normal factorization of 7(c',D')"' Bv Lemma 4'12'

1' (c' , D' )^l* (" , D) = 1' (c" Dt )' f (c 
' 
D )oP'

-- Xr(c,D')(1@, D)1@' , D'))

= Xr(c, D' )(tk, O)' 1@" O)l\

= l'(c',D').((l("', D')")*)o '

Hence ^,tk',D')i = 1'(c,D)p' = h'|,'iBr' Hence D\ = coim 7.(c'D)p" Since

D" = coim 7'(c, D)o', 1'(c"D')'h',, is an idempotent in Uf" 3 equivalent to

't'(c',D')'h' = "l'(c\',D!)' Hence D" e MT*(ci) and ^l*(c'''D')*h" =-?!'.i:D")'
tlt*'tt.il ,D" y. y)r'is an inverse of. 1Q,D)1I"',D') .in. 

M-(1@,D\,t(c';D')) and

'" tf il, ;5 Jf Jt 
. 1("" , D"-) and 'v(c" ,,,D, 

" ),,e S(^t!:, D)' t("" D'))' Simila'rlv

i.@'','i')'=,' 1'(c" ,'ir)'f'.t .pnd f.1"" ,D") e s(1](c'D),'y.(c,D))' Thus

o1i;' .'i' ) = (t(.", D;'1,1'1r", D" )) belongs to 'S(o(c' D\'a(c' 'D')) and so

(;' ,;' )'e si(", D),(C, D'D ' This proves the equality (5'3)' The remaining state-

ments can be verified easily using Theorem 4'13'

LetI:D-lVtebeacross-connection.Inthefollowingitwillbeconvenient
to use the following notations: if e € El , the pair of objects corresponding to e

will be denoted by (c", De) ; that is, e = ("" ' 
D")'

Dsrtulttou 5.1. tret I:D
A rnorphism rnif + f is

satisfying the following:

-* lV.g and f': g' -, Ngt be cross-connections.

a pair m = (F,G) of inclusion-presewing functors

I: (c,D) e Et + (F(c)'G(D)) e
for all c' e oQ.

Et' and F(tk,,D)"') = {F(c),G(D)r("'))
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lI: lf f*, D' --* D is a transpose of f:c - C , then G(J") -- I'(f)*.
It may be noted that statement I* and II* respectively dual to I and II (these

obtained by interchanging € and D, lF and G etc.) axe consequences of I and
II. For if g: D' * D is given and if g' - c --, et is a transpose, we have:

G(g)* = G(g**)* = F(9*)'* = F(g*)

by II. Thus II' holds. To prove I', let (",D) € Ef and D' e oD. Choose c'€
suclr tlrat c'e I,I|(D'). fhen by I, (F(c'),G(D')) € Ef' and

r'(F(c),G(D))cro,l = (7(,F(c'),G(D'))rto)* by (4.11)

_ I'(1(c, , D,).)' by I

= G(1'(c,D)u) by II and (4'11) -

Ilence, in the follorving, we shall assume that I and II include their dual as well.

It is clear that if m:f -* It and nt':l'-* f" are morphisrns

(5.4) rn.n7.' - (f' o F',GoG'):I--r I", m=(F.G), v7'=(Ft,u.')

is a nrorphism. Also (19,1.p):f - f is a nrorphism. Ilence rve harc a category
Cr rvltose objects are cross-counections and norphisms are these defined above.
Tlre category Cr rvill bc called the category ol cro-*-"-connectiorzs.

We shall now drive a useful alternate form of axionr II:

Tttnonett 5.2. Let I:D - .N'€, l':D * -&*8 be cros,s-connections and F:Q, -
8t and G:D --* D' be inclusion -pre.sen'ing functors satisfi'ing a.xiorn I (arrd it.s
dua/). ?'lien (F,G):f * f is a rrrorp,hi.srrr it'and only if it s;rfi-slies the follow'ing:
Il' Tlrereexi.stsana.turaltransformatiott (:f(-,-) * (f"xCJ)I"i-,-) -"uch tfiat
I'or all (",D) € .tf, 9@,D)\1ft, r)) = tQ(c),G(D)).
Pnoor: First suppose that (4G) satisfies Il'. Let ^,t = ",rG)'!0 e f(c.1)). rvhere

e e -L-f with ," = D. Since (: I * (F x G)f is natural. rve liave:

((c, DXr) -- 1(c,DXr(.)'/o) = ((c,DXf(/, AXr,(")))

= I'(F(,f), G(D){((c", DXr (e)))

= r'(1..(/),c(D))tr(r1c").G(D))) b.r- II'

= ^,(die)).F(/)o

n(J

f
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(5.5)

where 0: ET -.Ef is the map defined by d(e) = (F(c"),G(D"))' Hence for each

(",D) € oe x oD, the map ((c,D) is defined by:

((", DX'y) : 'y(0(e)).r(/)0 if 7 = tk)* fo with e € Er,
l:c'-' c and D" = D-

'Ib prove axiom II, consider f:c ---+ c' and let /*: D' -' D be a trans-

pose of / so that e : (c,D), e' : ("',pt) e Et' By (a'12) we have

f(/, D)(7(e)) = f(c', /-Xr("')).
Now ((c', D)(l( 

"' 
, f*)(tk')) = G("' ,DXr(/' pXr(")))

= ((c' , D)tk)'fo) = {0")* F(f)o by (5.5)

and f'(.F(c'), G(/.)X(("' , D')(^t("'))) = I'(F(c'), G(/.)x?(d(t'))) bv II'
: l'(G(.f.)., G(D)Xr(0(")))

= r(O(e)).(c(.f.)-)0.

Since (: f - (F x G)f is a natural transformation, we have

7(0(e))-r(.f )o = ((c', D)(I( c' , f*)(tk'))) = I'(F(c'), G(/.)XC(c', D')(7(e')))

. = 7(0(e))-(G(/.)-)o .

It follows that r(/) = G(f *)-' This proves axiom II'
Suppose now that (dG) is a morphism of I to r'. For each (c'D) e

ae,x uD, define the map ((c, D): l(c, D) --- f'(F(c), G(D)) bv (5'5)' Thjs is well

defined. For if ^l : il;');/'o i, another representation of 1, thus D'' and so

ehe' in -Ef and f' = ^l(e)".,/ and so

{let)- F(f')o = 1(0e')* F(^y(")""').F(/)0,
r"'c

srnce ?(e)c",ic- - e-

is an isomorphism,

= 1(0e')*t(0e)p1"..'.,F(f)o bY I

-- {0e)- F(f)o since ende' , F(""') : co"'

To show that the map (: (",D) * ((c,D) is a natural transformation, consider

f :c' -- "". If I = ^y(e)'1" € I(c/,D) (so that e = {c,D) ), we have

(f(/, D)C("" ,B)Xr) = C("",DXf(/,ll)(z)) = G("" ,D)(t'fo)
= (("" ,D)(t(e)*t"fo) = 1Qe)-F(t)F(fo)'

4
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by (5.5), and

c G" D)r' ( F U), G ( D))(?) = r'( F( f ), G ( D))(tQ e). F (1.))

= 7(0e). F(1)FU)o .

Hence t(f,D)((c",D) = ((c',D)t'(F(!),G(D)). Let s:D _ D,e D and
9* : c' .+ c be a transpose of g. Then Uy 1i.f Zj, *" h.rru t(c, g)(yk)) O I(g., D,)'Ok'D where e = (c,D) and e, = (c',:p't) e'er. u t =-klii"ai6t,;ti,'rh"o
? = f(7", D)bkD and so,

r("",gXz) = r(c,gXf 0.,D)((tkD)
= l(7",D)(t(c,g)(r(e))) since I is a bifunctor,
= I(?", D)(t(.g*;D')(tk)D = tk')*k(t)o)

Hence (I(c",9)((c" ,D,))(t.) = 7(0e,)* F(g*^t")o, by (5.5). Similarly

((("" , D)l'(F(c" ),G(gD)(t) = I,(F(c") ,G(d)h(*e)* F(t))
= 7(0e, )* (G (g)- F O ))o = 1(0e, )* F(g* t 

".)o
since by lI, G(g). 

_ f(g'). Thus I(c", g)e(c",D,) = ((c,,,D)lt(F(",,),G(g)). ltnow follows from bifunctor criterion that ( is a natural transformation.
Re uanx 5.1. Let r, r', -F and G be as in the statement of rheorem b.2. If thereexists (: f -* (P x G)r' satisfring II', then g is uniquely determined by rr andG (in view of (b.5)).

Rnrraenk 5.2. In view of the symmetry between r and f*,.F and G, it followsthat the dual of rheorem b.2 arso holds. Thus, given (F, G) satisfying axiom I,axiom II holds if and only if:
II. There is a natural transformation (":r* -r (.F x G)rr- such that for each("'D) e El' c-(g,D)(1*k,D)) = 7*(F(c),G(D)). wtren 6. exists, it is definei
by the aual (S.f*) of Equation (S.S). Thus given a pair of functors (r,; G) satis_fving axiom r, whenever (F,G) satisfies oo"-of 

'', 
ui, [,;tit;;;t] ,lii*,,others and then (F,G) is a morphism of cross_connections.

Pnoposrrto' 5.3. Let (F,G): r -' Tt be a morphism of 
"rorr-ronnections. Therithe following diagram of functor and natwal transformation commute:

64r'

i
t

I

I

t

*

t
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r
I

l(
(F x G)I' lrxG)Xr

r*
I

lc'
(F x G)f'"
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J\.qr

Xr
-+

\eie (F x G)Xp, is the natwal transformations (c, D) * Xp'(.F(c)'G(D))'

Pnoor: Let 1-lk)*l € I(c,D) where e€ ET, D'= D. Then /:c" '' c is

an isomorphism aad Uy (a.A') and (S.S*), we have

(Xp(c, D)(.(", D)Xr) = (*(c, D)(Xp(c' D)(r(")./))

= (*(c, D)(t-(, )*/*)
= f (0e,)*G(f*),

where e' e El with c"' = c. SimilarlS

((c, D)(F x G)Xp,(c, DXC) = Xr,(F(c)'G(D))(((c' DXr(")./))

= f,p,(F(c),G(D)\(1@"\. F(f)) bY (5-5)

= 1'(0e')*F(f)* by (4.8')

Hence byII, Xp(c,DX*(c, D) = ((c,D)(FxG)Xr'(",D)'Forall (",D) € u€xuD'
This completes the proof.

We have seen that a cross-connection l:1) -+ N*€ is completely determined

by 0 and the vertex map ul of r (cf. Remark 4.1). Analogously, we proceed

to show that a morphism of cross-connection (4 G) is completely determined by

one of the functors and the vertex map of the other.

TunOnpU 5.4. Let I:D - y'[*e, I':D' - N*e' be cross-connections. Suppose

that F:8 -t e' is an inclusion-preservi ng functot and 0: El - Ef is a tq,ular
bimoiphism such that for aII e,e' e El ,

I'. F(tk)*,) - 1(oe)a.,
Then there exists a u,nique functor G:D - D' such that (F,G): f --* I', is a

morphism of cross-connections such thdt fot all e e Et ,

Q6 = (F(ce),G(D"))
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f
Conversely if (F,G): I - I' ls a morphism, then the map 0 defined by (5.6)

is a regular bimorphism suchthatthe pair (0,F) satis/les I' (and (0,G) satisfies
I'* ).

PRoor: Let c € ue. We first show that f'(c) = cd" where e e El with c" = c.
For, by I', r'(i") = F(1@).)-1(0e).r, = 1r("). This proves the required equality.
Next, for each D E aD, define

(5.7i) G(D) - Dt", where e € Et y/ith De = D.

If e' € Ef with D"' - D, then eR.et and. since 0 is a bimorphism, 0eg.0e,.
Ilence p|e -' 110e' and so (5.7i) defines a single-valued map. lf g: D -- D, ,
and if g*:c' -+ c is a transpose of g, then e = (c,D), e, = (c,rDt) e Et. So
0e = (F(c),G(D)), |et = (F(c'),G(D')) e EI,. Hence F(g*):F(ct\.- ,F'(c) hasrr*;
a transpose ,F(g*)*,G(D) -- G(.D'); we define

(c.l uJ G(s) =-F(g.)*' G(D) -, G(D') .

To see tha,t this is well-defined, consider another transpose f : c\ --- c1 of g.
Then er : (cr, D), 

"t. = (c\,D) e Et, e1g.et and e\g.et. Also, by (4.1i),
(r(r, )"). = 'y*(e)o = lD, similarly, (lk)"\)* = 1zr, , (l(0")et"))* = 1c(o)
and (1(0e')r("i)). = Lc(o,).Hence by Corollary 4.7, (1(e')",,g*(lk))* - g and
so by Proposition 4.6,, f =.f(e').\g'(et)". Hence

F (f). = (F (1 @' ).,,) F(t* ) F (t (el )" )).
= (1@ e) p14 )*,F(0. )- (t l0 "' ) rtq)-
= F(g*)*

Clea,rl1, G(ln) = Ic@). If g1:br - Dz,, gz:Dz - Ds are m'i.phisms
of D, G(s$z) = F((gtgz)*)* = F(sigil- = Q@ilF(gi)). = F(gi)*F(gi). =
G(gr)G(gz). Flerrce G:D -- Dl is a functor. rf. g: D g D' ,we can fintl a transpose
g* of g which is a retraction and then F(g*) is a retraction of D. Since g is a
bimorphism, the map defined by (5.7i) is inclusion-'preserving. so G(D) g G(Dt).
IIence, the transpose of the retraction F(g-) from G(D) to G(Dt) is the inclusion.
Hence G is an inclusion-preserving ftnctor. From (5.7ii), we see that axiom II
holris and so (\G):I -- I' is a morphism. Since i'(c.,') = c0", G(D.) = _D0",
Equation (5.6) holds. Uniqueness of G also follows reatlii-"'.
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conversely, assume that (I7, G): I -* I' is a morphism and define 0 by (5.6).

By axiom I, d is single-valued and since F and G are inclusion-preserving,'0

preserves c.r' and ut by (5.2) and (5.2-). Now for any f:c - ct it is clear that

Im }a(/) = ]?(Im ]r) yd if c1 = coim /, then rr(.r) = coim F(f\' Hence it

follows from (b.2), (5.2*) and (5.3) that g preserves basic products and sandwich

sets. Therefore 0 is a regular bimorphism. It is immediate from axiom l that the

pair (0,-F) satisfies axiom I' and (0,G) satisfies axiom I''. This completes the

proof.

Let f :€ -* D be afunctor. ,F is said to be injectiueif. aF is inject,ive and f'
is faithful. F islweaklyl surjective if [the morphism map Mor F = f e F(f) ot

F is surjective] F is full and, aF is surjective. If (r',G):f -'* ft is a nrorphism

of cross-connections, then (F,G) is injectiue if both F and G are injective and

(4 G) is surjectiue if both l' and G are weakly surjective. Note that by Theorem

5.4 above (I"G) is injective [surjective] if arrd oniy if both 0 and F (or both 0

ana G) are injective [g is surjective and 17 (or G) is weakly surjective].

we introduce the following notations for convenience: For (", D) € € x D

(5.8)
uT(c,D) = {l(")*f ,e e El with D" = D and f:c' ---, c is an isomorplusrn}

(5.8')
uT*(c,D) = {1*@)*O:e e El with ce = c and g: D' -- D is an isomorphism.}

By Propositiorr 4.10, u (IT(c,D) = I/f and u^ ^uT*(c,Dl =
(c,7euexrrD k,D)euexuD

ul*.
Let m: (F,G):t -* fl be a morphism and for each p € UT(c,l)) ' 

delirre

(5.9) (*(P) = e*k,D)(P)

where (- -is the natural transformation satisfying II/ of Theorem 5'2' Dualiy ire

define Ch bv (5.9').

ProposirroN 5.5. Let m = (4G)rf -* I' be a morphism of cross-connectiorrs.

Then (5.g) and (5.g*) a",nnu" homomorphisms (-: Ul -' (JTt and (l: Uf* *
[/f,* such that (^ and $ are both injective [surjective] if and only if (F'G) is
i nject ive [s urjecti vq].

PRoor: We first show that (- is well-defined by (5"9). Suppose that p € I(c' D)

and p €. T(ct,Dt). Then vertex p = c = c' and if €,€t € Ef with D" =
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D, p"' - D', then 7(e)RpRlk'). Hence 1@)R7@') and so f(D) = f(D'). If
ci e Mt(D), we have e1 = (cr,D), 

"'r = (cr, D') e EI and lkiil = p =
lk)-I for some isomorphism /:c1 -- c. Ilence ( = (",D)(p) = 1(9t).F(/) =
1@e1)*F(f)'= ((c', D')(p) by (5.5). This proves that (* is a mapping. \trre

frrrther observe that

(5.9')

for any (",D) € oe x uD such that p € f(c,D). For if p - ile)*fo € f(c,D).
wlrere f e Q(c",c), by Proposition 4.I0, p -- lkt)*g where e'we and g is the

isomorphismfactorof .f0; i.e., hg - /0 where h:c" - c"' is the retraction. Then

p € UT(c',D"') where c'= Im f . BV Lemma 4.11, ((c,O)(p) = C(c',D"')(p) =
C,,b).In a similar way, we see that (5.9/') holds for (| and C; is a mapping.

Let p;-1k)*fi€Ut(c;,D;), i =1,2. Then p1p2 € l(c2,D1) and so,

C^b) = ((c, D)(p)

C^@rp) -- Ckz, D )(tkr)* h(t Gz) "' )/, )o )

= C(cz, D r)(tk r)* ( ftt kz) ", "fz )o )

= 1 (g e1)- F(hlkz)., fz)o

- t(|er).(r(/t )t!"z)r,rcl r'(/z ))o

= (1(0e1)-r(/r ))QQe2)- I'(/z )) =

by (5.9')

by (5.5)

bv I'

C*(pr)e^bz) .

Ilence (n:[Il--- (Jft is a homomorphism. Sirnilarly (i:Ut- - IJI'* is also a

homomorphism.
Suppose that (F,G) be injective. Then, clearly, the map 0 defrned by (5.6)

is injcctive. Lct pi = ^y(ei)'fi and (-(p1) : C*(pz). By (5.5), 1@e1)'F(ft) =

{0e2).F(f2) and so 7(dc1)94,de). I{ence e e y(De"z) = f'(faer). There-

fore e = (ce"',D'"r) e Et', a,nd de1tE9.0e2. Let e e S(e1,e2). Then 0e €
S(0e1,0e2) = {e}. Ir{orcover since d is injcctive. ereaer and 0(ee1) : det im-

lrlies e1e = er. Ileuce elJe1. Similarly e3e2. Then (-(l(e)-.fi) = 1Qe)*F(/r) =

1(0c).I'(J1) = (,.(pr) = C,"(pz). Since e9.c2, there is f :c" ' I^ fr,, such that

t(e).,f ='y(az)*12.So 7(dc)-F(/) = 1(0c)-F(f1). Ilence ^F(/) = -F(/t) and so

f = fr. Norv for:rny c € u€. lt(f ("t)") ='1(der)r1"1 = l-(f(.)") and since r' is

faitlrful, rve have 'cl) = 1(c). Ilence pz -- f(c)-,fi = ^l(et)*,fi = p1. Thus (- is

one-to-otte. Sirrrilarlv (,]. is also oue-to-oue.
Norv srrpllose l,|at, bgth (,, a1d ([ ate olte-to-oue. If 0e1 - 9ez theu

i(dcr): g,,,(J(cr)): t(Pi:): (,n(f(c:)) and so t(er) = ^t(ez). Sirnilarlv
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?'(e1) - ?'(e':). Thus c(e1) = (r(ur),7*(et)) = o(e2)' Since a is an iso-

morphism by Proposition 5'1, we hare el = €2' Thus 0 is one-to-one'

Let F(cr) - F("2). Then there exists €1,€2 € El with c" - c1 and

ce2 = c2. Then by (s.o), pe:t0e2. Now if h € .9(e1'e2)' 0h e s(|er,0e'3) : {0e2}

and so h = ez since I is injective. It follows that e1te2 and so cr = cl. Thus

uF is injective' Let f ', f' e e(c,c') and r(/) - r(/')' If e € Ef wit'h c' -- c 
'

then (,*ir(").-fo) = 1(0"1-r(/)o =1(0e)*F(/')o = J-(r(").,f'o)' Since (* is

injectivewehave r(")..fo =7(e)*f'0 andso fo = f'o. Hence f = f'. Hence F

is faithful and so F is injective. Similarly G is also injective'

Let (F, G) be surjective. lf. e' e El' , there is (c, D) e u€ x t'D such

that F(c) - "1"', 
G(D) = D"'. Let e € s(c,D)' Then de = s(r(")'G(D)) =

3(."', D"") = {e'}. Hence 0 is surjective. Let pt- 1(e')'f'€UI'where ft:c"' --.-

c, is an isomorphism. Since 0 is surjective there is e € -Ef rvith 9e = e'.

Since F is weakly surjective, there is f:E--- c such that F(/) = /'. since F

is inclusion-preserving, F preserves inclusions and retractiotls and so, we may

assume that / is an isomorphism. If e € ,EI' wi.th cE = e, 
'0e - 'e' and so

LeLet =de. Henceif e" e S(e, e),0e" =e and """ 
ga. If f =(jL,'/)0,then

/ is an isomorphism. Since F(c"" ) = F(a), we have f(/) = F(f) -- /'' Hence

e^(lk")*f) - l(0"")'F(f): ^t("')*f'- Hence (- ls surjective' Similarly (; i'
also surjective.

ConverselS assume that both C,,o and C; b" surjective. If et e EI' , there

exists €r,ez €,El such that 7(0e1) = l(e') and 7*(de2) = l'("') since (* and

(| are surjective. If. e € 5(e1,.e2), then 0e e S(0e1,0e2) = {et}' Hence 0 is

sur;ectilre. Now let f': c' - ci' be any morphism and let f 'o t "' ' c'; g c" '

since 0 is surjective there is e € EI rvith c0" = c'. If p' --^l(0")*f'o, there

is p - ^t(e)*g € Uf , with e^b) = 7(0e)* F(g) = t(0")* f'o, where I is an

epimorphism. lf e' e.9(e,e1), since 0e9'0er, 0e' = 0e' From T(0er).F(g) :

l(le)*f'o, we get f'o = 1(0ey)"r"F(g) = F(g.'.), where g' = l(er)"'g' Norv,

let E1 , Ez € ET such that c|et - c", gee" = "'r. Since d is surjective,. there is

e e M(er,d2) such that 0e -- \Ez. Then ce c ce' and' c|e -- "t.:'= ci' Hence

F(1(e)""r) = {le)ee, = 1",1. Hence if. g" = 9'7(e)"'r, then F(g") = f'0'Hence

if f =g"if^o,,,then F(f)=f'oi::: -/t,since I^g" =ce. Hence F isweakly

surjective, since uF is obviously suijective. Similarly G is also weakly surjective'

Hence (4 G) is surjective.

l
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Tsnoneu 5.6. Let m = (F,G):f * f' be a nrorphism of cross-connecliorr.s.
Then

(5.10) S*(p,r) = ((-(p),(;())), for all (p,)) e .ir

defines a homomorphism Sm:.tf -* .Sf' such tha.t int is inlcctive [srrrjc.ctiur.] il'
and only i{ m is injective [sur.lective]. Further,

ol

where m:l --
by:

.9tp - tg. and S(ntnt'1= 3m3,'n'

f' a.rId mt:l'* f" a.re ntorpltisnts. 'ffirts ^9:Cr - RS rft,/ilrcrl

f r-* 5f, rn: f -* f' 'r Srn:'Sf *. ^ip'

FL(5c) = S'(hx), Fn(pk,u.l)) - p(ltr'.ltu.lt[):

G6Q:S) - (ht\S', Gr,()(c. u.l)) = ),(ltt .ltu.h.[1

is a {unctor

Pn"oor: Let (p,,.\) € ^tf. Let p6 {If(c,D) and ) e tlf*(c. 1)). 'l'hen

Xf if'ft),G(D))(C^@)) = Ir'(F( c),G(D))(((c, D\(p))C.(r:, 1))(T1'( r. Dl(pl)

= (*(c,DXA) = C;())

lrv Proposition 5.3. Hence (C,"b),(;())) € Sl.' a,nd so (5.10) <lt'fines a nrat)-

ping of Sf int" ,if. Ry Proposition 5.5, this is a houromor'phisrrr srrr:h tlr;rl it
is injecti.;e [surjective] if and only if nz is injcctive [su{cctivc]. Clcarl.v lt' :
(le,iD):I' - f is a morphism and 5'1p = 1S.. [,ct nr = (l],(il l' - l\'

a,rrd nl' = (F',G'):l' * l" be morphisms. lrrorn (l'1.,r;) aurl (iy.J)) (irlso (:'t.t)ti)
anrl tlreir duals we see tltat Cnzm, = Cr,re*,, Cin,,,,= i.i^,(J,,. l[,,trr',, ,i'1 ,,,rr'1 _.-

(C,,r,r,,(irrr,) = (ernCrr,,C;C;,) - G",',(l)(q,,,,,(i,,) = ,5trt,5'rt,'. llt'rr<'r' ,5: Cr -
RS is ;r functor.

!\e proccccl to shorv that ,9 is an adjoint crlrriva.lcrrcc of llrc r';rlcgolios C)r'

anrl RS. Ncxt thcorenl constructs the irrvelse f':RS - Cr oi,5''.

l'ltsone N{ 5.7 . Let /u: 5 * S' be a ftonronrorTrfii,r-rrr of rcgular scirrigroup.s . l)tlittt'

15.11)
.*

15.11 )

(
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Tlrus fi,:[,(,9) * L(S')'
such that

xaIIX)llriD

Gr:R(^9) * R.(S') are inclusion-preserviag firrcSors

Th=(Fh,Gr):fs-,'Is,

is a morphism'of cross-eonRections. Further, tfie assignments

S'*ls'iS, h''i[
Cr and i{ gs:S .+ ^9fs is the isomorphism defined by

.9 i. gs:las -- f^5

is a natural isomorphism.

Pnoon: From (3.6) and (3.8), it is immediate that Fr, is an inclusion-preserving

functor. Similarly from (3-6*) and (3.8+) we obtain that Gr, is also an inclusion-

preserving functor. Now (.9e,/S) € .Bfs if and only if 1(Se,tS) = l(Sg,gS) =
ps for some g € E(S). Hence it is clear from the definitions of .FL and G1 that

if (.9e,/S) € .Dfs then (.F1(Se),Gr(/S)) = (S'hs,hsS') € Efs. Also bv (3.10)'

t(Se,eS\sr = p?r = p(f,fe,e) znd. so f(7(Se,eSlsr) = p(hL6f\t,h:) =
1(Sthe,heS')s,67. Hence the pair (Fn,Gn) satisfies a;riom I. Now by Theo-

rem 4.15, (4.3), (4.8'), we have P(e,a,.f)* = \(f ,u,e). Hence G(p(e,u,.f).) =
\(h!,hu,he\ = p(he,hu,hf\* = F(p(",u,1))*- This proves that (l?1,'G6):Is -
fs, is a morphism of cross-connections.

clearly (4r,Grr) = lrr. If h:,s--* 5'and h':s'--* s" a,rehomomorphisms

by(5.11)and (5.11*), Fhh,= FhFn,, Ghh,=GtGn'. Hence ihh'= i"th'' Thot
i: RS + Cr is a functor.

Finally let h:.S -* ,S' be a homomorphism and let gszS * Sfs be the

isoprorphisrn defined by (4.19). lVe prove that the follorving diagram commutes:

^s Yt sis - sr,
ll
f 
r, |sir,

S', ga ,Sis, - ^9fs,

ps,(Ar) - (po', An')

is a fanctor i: RS -
(4.19), the mapping

Let :r € 5. Thcn
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and -9ia(gs(r)) = iis(p",1') = rc(a'l,C'()')) , by (b.10) and the definirion of
Ilr above, when ( is the natural transformation satisfying IIt (associated with
fl;. ry (5.5) and (s.il), using (3.8) and (3.10), we obtain

C(p'\ = 1(he)'p(he,hx,h!) = phr, when c € n.n Lr.

and e(f1- f(Xs(p')) by Theorem 4.tb

= Xs'(C(P')) bY Theorem 5.3

= Ns,(ph") = )b by Theorem 4.15

Ilence hvs,(r) = -9s1^9r[X"). This proves the given diagram is commutative.
Therefore g: S * gs is a natural isomorphism.

Conollnnv 5.8. tet h be a homomorpftism of regular semigroup. Then the
morphism ih, f5 =, Is, is injective [sur;ective] if and only if h: .S * S, is injective
[suryective].

Pnoor: If h is injective fsurjective], then 31i41 is injective [surjective] since the
diagram above commutes'and gs,yps are isomorphisms. Then by Theorem 5.6,
ia has this property. Similarly if ih is injective [surjective], ttren S(itr) has:the
property by Theorem 5.6 and so, as above, lr has this property.

THnonnu 5.9. For eacl cross-connection I: D * il*€, t&ere is an isomorphism
4r: I - r^i" = f(.9D such that the assignmed

rP:t *+ $"

is a natura I isomorphism {t:lsr- ^9f.

Pnoor: Let .Fr and Gp be isomorphisms defined by (a.lz) and (4.12*) respec-
tively; We first show that

(5.12) E, = (Fy,Gr)

satisfies axioms I and II so that y',r: I -* 15 is a morphism, and since ,Fr and
Gp are isomorphisms, r/'p is an isomophism. Here ^9 = ^tf.

(

I

s*
F
F
[-
*
I

I
T

t:

t
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Let (c, Q) e ef . Then by (4.17i) and (4.17i+)

Ir(c) = .9c(c,D), Gr(c) - a(c, D)^9

where az ET * E(5) is the isomorphism defined by (5.t). Now 7(,So(c, D),
a(c,D)S) - pa(c'Dl and so (Sa(c,D),a(r:,O)^9) €.Dts. Furthcr by (4.17ii),for
an /: c - c' and D € itrfl*(c), D' e Ml*(c'\,,

rr ( r) = p(a(c, DX,r(", D)* f , f ("', D' )* ( !* )o ), (a(c',, D' ))

Hence

Fr(lk, D)a) = p(a(c' ,D'\,,(t("' , D')*i(c, D)., ,'t*(c, D)*1'("' , D'\o),a(c, D))

- p(a(ct, D' ), (t ("', D' )^t G, D ),''t' (c, D\',t* ("',D' ) ), rr(c, D) )

= p(a(c' , D'),a(c' ,D')n(c, D), a(c, D))

= p}ti?,), o, I = 7 (.9a( c, D), a (c,D ),S ) sor 
",, 

p, I

= r(Fr(c),Gr(D))r.tal
This proves that r/p satisfies axiom I of Definition.5.1. Let f :c'ct, c € itl'(D)
and c' e Mt(Dt). Then by (4.1ni) and (4.3),

. Fr(/). = i1o1"', D'),(tk, D). f ,.t*(i',D').(/-)0), a(c, D))

= Gr(.f.) by (+.fZ*), where I*, D'-* D is the tra.rtspose of /.

Ilence ty'p satisfies axiom II and hence {'r: f -* f5 is an isonorphism.

To prove that f * rbr is a natural isomorphism, let ", -- (!,9) bc a
morphism rn: I -' I'. We show tha', {:p$^ = mrfv, where rir : I(.'rn). l]y
(5.4), this is equivalent to the commutativity of the following diagrams:

egL(,s) D gR(s)
tlllJr I"^ lc I"^

e' g [,(^t') D' 9a n,(.t')

wlrere h = Sm:^tf = .9 * 5' = .tI' is defined by (5.10). Lat C € ue- Thcn

hFh(C) = Fn(Fr(C)) = fr,(So:(C,D)) = Stha(C,D), by (5.11)' where D €

IuIt-(C). Now by (5.9), (5'9+) and (5.10) , hC(C, D) = (C,,(t(C, D)),Chh-Q, D)))

d
I

t
I

I
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: o(,P(C); G(D)). Also .F rr(C) = Fr,(F(C)) = 9c(r(C),G(D)). Thus for
each C € tr€, FrFh(C) = F Fr'(C). Let f:C --- C' be any morphisrn and

f*,D'* D'be a transpose of /. Then by (a.17ii), ,Fr(/) = p(a(C,D),(p,\),
o'(C',D')) where p ='y(C,D) * f' and ) = Xr(C',O)(p) ='t*(C,D) * (/.)" by
(4.8). Henc e F{Fy (f )) = p(a(F (C), G (D)),G^@),C; (})), a(F (C t 

),G(D/)) ). By
(5.5), (-(p) = 7(r(C),G(D) * r(/)'), and by (5.5"),

(;()) = f (F(C'),G(D')* c(/.)') = 1*(F(C'),G(D'))* (F(.f).)' by II.

= 1b, (F(C), c(D')X(-(p)) .

Hence by (4.17), fi,(fr(/)) = Fr,(f'(/)). This proves the commutativity of the
first diagram above. Commutativity of the second can be proved sirnilally. Ilence
th:l -- /r:1c" -* Si is a natural isomorphism.

From Theorems 5.7 ad 5.9, we obtain:

Tuuonpu 5.L0. Let,9: Cr --- RS be the functor defined in Theorem 5.6. Then S
is an adjoint equivalence of the categories Cr and RS with inverse i: RS -- Cr
defined in Theorem 5.7.

6. The Cross-connection of a Fundamental Regular Semi-
group

In [9] Grillet had introduced the concept of cross-connections betwccn regulnr
partially ordered sets in order to characterize fundamental regular semigroups. ht
this section we wish to show how Grillet's theorv would be deduced from the more
general theory given in $4 and $5.

Firsf we shall cbtain a characterization of the normal categorics [,(^9) and

R(5) where 5 is fundamentai. We need the following:

DnrInt:rtoru 6.7. Let b be a normal reductive category. We shall say tltat an

object C e ub isreducedin b if tor f,geb(C,C). f(C')=Im(j3,f)= grC')
forall C'gC,implies f =g. If C isreducedand C'e C,ilten C' isreduccC.
For if f,g e b(C',C') satisfy the condition f(C'r) = g(C) {or atl Cl, g C',
then ft(C1) = g'(Ct) for all Ct e C, wltere f' = hJj], and g' = hgj3,, with
h:C - C' a retraction. Hence f' = gt and so f - g. Thus the set of reduccd
objects in b is a complex in b and the idea.l b' generated by this complex is callad
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the reduced ideal of b. b i.s said to be rcduced if b' = b; i.e., evety objxt of b

is reduced.

Let I be a regular pa,rtially ordered set. Define the category b(f) by:

ob(r)-{I(c):xeI!.,
b(I) (I(a),I(y)) = {t:I{c) - r(s); J is normal}

Pnoposttlon 6.1. For each regular partially ordered set f , b$) defined by (6.1)

is a normal rcductive categorY.

Pnoor: Since composition of normal maps are normal b(1) is a category (identity

map on /(c) is evidently normal). Also if {t) C ,t(y) ' 
then the inclusion map

jilli tr normal and so b(/) has subobjecti. Also, when /(r) g .I(y), the fact that

f(yj is a regular pa"rtially ordered set implies that there is a normal retraction of

/(y) onto i1ry. fni, retraction is cleariy a right inverse.f ii[:]. Hence every

inclusion is a fiberation. If f:I(x) * /(g) is any morphism of b(I), any normal

factorization of / as a normal map (cf. [9]) provides a normal factorization of /
in the category b(f. Hence b(/) is normal. To prove that it is reductive consider

/(c) e ub(I). Since f is regular;there is a normal retraction ezf - f(c). Now

define e:ob(/) -. Mor (O(I)) bY:

(6.2) e\r, = el/(v)

Clearly E is a cone from the base ob(f to the vertex .l'(c). Since E\d = 1r(') ,

it'follows that e is a normal cone which is idempotent. Hence b(/) is reductive.

Observe that the mappin$ a + I(x) is an order isomorphism of .I onto the

partially ordered sBt ub(/). We shall therefore identify I with ob(/) by this

isomorphism and regard b(/) as the category with ub(I) = I '
The proof above shows that we can associate with every normal retraction e ,

a normal idempotent cone e in b(f). More generally if / € ^9(/) is any normal

mapping with Im f -- I(r), define .f bY:

rc.zt) iu = fll(v) for all Y € I'
It is clear that y - ;, defines a rtormal cone with vertex /(r) such that the

M-set Mf of f atnnormalmap(cf. [s];isthesame as Mf. Conversely,given

o eTb(I), define .f bY'

(6.3) f (Y) = ou@) for all Y e I'
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Thus /(y) isthegeneratorof theprincipali,leal Im ar. If yr S y, then Im or' =
ou!@)) = I(oy(yr)) = I(f (yt)) by the definition. Hence f (yt) = ov(w) and so

/ is a well-defined map of 1 into I such that

ou = fll(y) for all y € I.

Since o, is normal for each A € I , it follows that / is normal and that Im / is

the vertex of o. Moreover, we have

f=o
Thus the map

f'f
is abijection of ^9(f onto Tb(.t). Moreover,if f ,,9 € S(/), we have

7s = f(sll(x)),, I(x) = I* .f .

Hence, by the definition of product in 
"b(f), 

we have

(filu = fglr(y) = (fll(y))(gll(r)) = fy1, = 0,A)y

for every U € I. Hence fr = fE.We thus have the following:

PnopOstrION 6.2. Let I be a regular partially ordered set. Then ilte ntap

f'f
is a natural isomorphism from S(11 onto fbg).

Suppose that / and A are regular partially ordered sets and l:1 --- Ao, A:
A -. 1o be maps satisfying conditions (cr 1) and (cr 2) of Theorem 2 of [26].

Here we shall refer to the pair (1, A) as a fundamental cross*connection bctwccu

.I and A (ormoreprecisely, (f,A) isafundamentalcross-connectionfor (A,1)).
Recall that the set [/ = U(I,A;f,A) consists of all pairs (f ,g) e S'pU) x .9(A)

satisfying conditions
C1 Im 7 = I(r), Im g=A(g) + ker f = A(g), ker g =f(r);
C2 The following diagrams commute:

67
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AO

fn'

AO

I

f'
I

r
---.+

r+

AAI"

l' ft'
AA-fo

Here/oandgoarenormalmapsofloandAorespectivelydefinedin
Proposition 1 of [26]-

pnoposrtroN 6.3. Let p denotes the fight tegulat rcpresentation of u and let

llr:("f,g)->gbetheprojectionhomomorphismofUintoS(1)'Then

ker P- ker f\

Dualty if \ denotes regular anti'tepresentation and if IIz is the projection of u

into S,P(I) , then ker \ - ker Il2'

PRoor: Let z = (fu,gu), a e (1",9") € U' we show that

Pr --.Pt # g" = 9t'

lf pu = p, then for all w = (I-,l-)'e U, uu = wa; is

f-f- = fof- and g-9r, -- 9u9u -

Let y€ A and let e : (f.,9) be an idempotent in u such that' ge is a normal

retraction of A(g). Not" tt "i any idempotent in the class l-class of U corre-

sponding to y € A will satisfy this condition. Thus 9e9u = g"go and' so' since

g"(Y) = g ,

gu(v)=g,@"(s))=g"lu(u)=s"9'(u)=g"(g"@))--g"@)

llcnce 9u = 9a' 
we wish to show that for atl w E u

ConverselY assume that gu - g"'

fuf- = fuf-' 9u9u = 9-9u'

The second equation clearly holds and holds and so it is sufficient to prove the

first. Now from 9,, : 9,, we get by condition (C1) above:

ker fu= A(b) - ker f,, I("') =ker gu:l(au)

\
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where I^ gu = A(b), I^ Ju: I(au) and Im 1" = I(a,). Now if l^ g* = A(b),
then by (lJl), ker f- = A(b) and by (C2)

ker f,f*: fi(ker-f-) = /;(A(D)) : A(s"(6)) = A(s"(b))

: #(A(b)) = ker fuf-,
Let a e MA,(g,(q). Then s: (e(A(g"(b)),4), e(f(a), g"(b)) is an idempotent

of t/ in the !-class L-u = L-u. Moreover both f"f- and f"f* have normal

factoriiations of the form e(A(9"(6)), a)a : f,f- and, e(A(9"(6), a)a' = f.f-.
Hence fuf- = f"f- if f"f-(r) = f"f-(x) for all x 1a.
Let et: (e(A(y),c),e(f(r),y)) b" an idempotent in the ?-class correspondiug

to r such that etwe. This implies that U < g"(b). Since g, is normal, there

is g < b such that g,lA(y) is an isomorphism onto A(g"(y)) : A(y). Also

Im fuet = Im (e(A(y),*)f") = I(f"(x)), ker fue' = A(y). Hence by (C1)'

Im (g"e(I(c), y)) : lm gu"' : A(v) : A(S"(9)) 
'

ker gu", = f(/"(r)).
Now g.,",lA(0) = g"l\@) and since the latter is an isomorphism onto Im gu", , it
follows that y E Mt(f"(x)). Consider

e1 = (e(A( y), f"(*),,e(f(/"(c), g))

Then 1f-", = e(A(y), f"(r))f- andsince y <b,ker f-", = A(t).Now f(/"(c)):
gl(r(c)) : si(f(c)) = f(/,(c)) and since y e Mt(f"(c)), we have, /,(c), f"(*)
e U(L(g)): Mker f-.,. Hence f-",(f"(r)): f-.,(f,(r)) is.the generator of

the image of /-",. But

f - ",( f "(x)) = f -(e(L'(v), f "('))( f "(' )) ) = f - | f "(x))'
Similarly f." = €(A(t), f"(r))(f-ll(/"(r))) is anormal factorization of /-", , and

SO

f.",(f,(*)): f-(e(A(y), f"(*))(f"("))) = f-(f,(*)) .

Consequently we have fuf-(r) = f,f-(c) for all x I'a' Henc€ f.f- = f,f--
This completes the proof that ker p = ker rr.

To prove the dual statement, note that if U = U(L,lx;fA), then UoP =
U(/t,I;A,I) and that the kernel of the regular anti-representation of [/ is the

same as the kernel of the regular representation of [/op. Ilence the dual statemcttt

follows from the part proved above. This completes the proof of tlic proposition.
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= lJ(L,A;IA) whete as above, (f , A) is afundamental

I and A. Then thete exist natwal embeddings,

Jzf'(U) -* b(A) and "I.:R{U) -* b(I) ' i
t

Pnoor: Define J bY:

$.ai) J(Ue) = b. where e e E(U) and Im g"

(Je -. U f in [,(U), with z = (fu,g) E

= A(b"); and if P(e,u, f):
euf,

(6.4ii) J(p(e,u,/)) = g"llm gL'

clearly, J defined on on (u) is the same as the isomorphism of u/a onto A'

Further, the morphism map defined by (6.aii) is well defined. For if p(e,u, f) =
p(e',o,.f'), th"n fLf' and' e[e'. Also, by (3'7),'u = etu" Since Im 9' = Ifft 9''

9u = 9eu = 9e9u = g"(gulIm g")

and gu = getu = ge,9u - g.'(gulLm g.') it follows that g"llm 9" - 1'llm g"' Since

guu J g,g" ,it follows from (3.8) that 'I is a functor' To prove that "I is faithful'

.or,ria", p(e,u,f), p(e,a,f):Ue -' U f such that g"llm g' - g'ltm g' Then

g"gullm 9" = 9e9u -- Teu = 9u = g"(gullm g") = gu '

By Proposition 6.3, 9r' = 9u implies pu = pu and so P(e'u' f) - pulue -- palue =

p(e,a,/). Hence J:E (U) '-' b(A) is an embedding'

NowR(z):V'(Uop)'so,theresultprovedaboveshowsthatthereisan
embedding "I.: R.(t/) -- L(U'n\ ? b(1)'

In view of the'result proved above, we shall assume in what follows that

L({/) g b(A) and R,(U) q b(/) , where Ut = (l (I,A; I' A)'

Let ,9 be any regular semigroup such that S lL - A and S P = 1' If (I'' A')

is the fundamelrtal .r-o..-.oooection induced by s , then it is well-known that there

is a natural homomorphism a: S -' (J such that p(S) = ker a is the maximum

idemirotent separatin;congruence on 5' By Theorem 5'7 there itfitt (A:9:l tt

functors, which induces a morphism of the cross-connections I5: R'(S) '-* N.['(^9)

and f,:R(y) -* N.['(U)' Then Fr'= FaJ' Gp= Ga"I" where "I and J* ate

functors defined UV (O.a) and its dual, are functors from [,(S) 'into b(A) and R'(S)

into b(/) respectively. By Corollary 5.8, Fa and G-a are injective if and only if

a is injective or equivalently if and only if ,9 is fundamental. we have
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PRoposrrroN 6.5. Let S be a regular semigroup such that slL = lt, sl9.= I.
Let U(I,A;fo,Ao) where (f',A') is the fundamental cross-connection induced

by s. If Ft"6) and Gr(S), are natural functors defined by (6.5), they ate em-

beddings if and only if .9 is fundamental'

Let ,I be any regular partially ordered set. By Proposition 6.2, s(1) is

isomorphic to 
"b(1). 

Now by Theorem 3.10 of [25], s(1) is fundamental and so

by Theorem 3.14 and the result abvoe lr.b(/) = R-("b(I)) is isomorphic to a

subcategory of b(1') since .fo x?.b{I)19.. Itrence N.b(/) may be identified with

a subcategory of b(/'). Moreover, if b q b(1) is a reductive subcategory of b(1)

such that ab = I, then clearly, ?b is a subsemigroup of Tb(I) which intersects

every !-class of Tb(I). Then by Theorem 3.10 of [25), Tb is fundamental' Hence

by Theorem 3.14, it follows that y'fl*b is isomorphic to a subcategory of b(1")'

Thus:

CoRor,lanv 6.6. Let I be a rcgular pattially otdeted set and let b e b(/) be a

norma.l, reductive subcategory such that ab = I. Then N*b is isomorphic to a

subcategory of b(/").

Recall that a normal category reductive category b is reduced if for alL f 'g e

h(c,ct), f(c,) = g(c,) for all c' e c implies f = g (cf. Definition 6.1).

If we let I = ub, it is easy to see that this condition is equivalent to the fact

that the rratural functor Fu:f,(Tb) = b - b(1) is an embedding. Consequently,

by Proposition 6.5. ,9 is fundamental if and only if both [,(^9) and R(S) are

reduced and so, if b is reduced, so is N*b. In the following, we shall assume

that, whenevcr b is reduced, b has been identified with subcategory of b(I) by

tire natural functor F, (where I = ub ). Also we shall assume that, in this case,

/V.b q b(/"). Observe that when we make this identiflcation, objects of N*b,

which are functors of the form ,[1(e , -) where i denotes an idempotent of ?b ,

gets identified with ker e ,the normal equivalence relation determined by e (which

may be identified with a normal retraction of r by Propositions 6.2 and 6.5). In

particular, il U = U (1, h;f o, Ao) , then by Equation 4'2,

fu(a) = H(P",-)

where e is an idempotent of t/ in the 3-class represented by a. By Proposition

6.3, we may identify p" with e(f"(a), b) for some 6 e Mt(a)' Hence by the

7t

I

': i.

-.
fi
t.

il
I

t

I

/
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remarks above, identification of -l{*[L(t/) with a subcategory of b(A") identifies

Iu(o) with f'(a). Hence it follows that

(6.6) ufy(a) - fo, oI| = Ao

rl

I
,-1
.i
-.1

1
{

:l

I
=j:!1

i

t
{

More generally if '9 is any regular semigroup and if I = S lf'' L -- S I L

thentheidentificationof^9/3and,_(Il'f-withl(bymeansoftlrenaturallrorno-
morphismofSintol/)leadtotheidentificationofthevertexmapsoff5witlr
that of fy and trli with ol|. Hence from (6.6) we obtain the following which

describes the relatioir between fundamental cross-connection and tirose defiqed by

Definition 4.2.

Tn'onnu 6.7. Let S bearegularsemigroupandlet f5 and fi be thefunctors

defined by @.2) and (A'2*) res;pectively' Then (uf5''f;) is a{undamental cross-

connection between I = s lg" and A -- s lL. Every fundamental cross-cort nectiot't

a.rises in this waY'

7. Remarks and ExamPles

Inthissectionwewishtodiscusssomeexamplestoillustratethevarious
results of the Paper.

We first consider the class of strongly regular Baer semigroups' Recall that

asemigroup,sisstronglyregularBaersemigroupiftheleft[right]annilrilator
of every element is generated by an idempotent and every pfincipal left [right]

ideal arises that way" (cf. [30], f26]). Also recall that the. kernel of a morphism

F in a category b is a morphism a:I{ '--* C - dom / such that a/ = 0 aud

if B:Iit-'-+ C is another *o"o"'o'phism with Af = A' then thcre is a uttiquc

morphism 1:I{' -' K such that B = 7: (:f'. [16]' [32])' Cokerncls are dcfincd

dually.Nowifbhassubobjects,thenclearlykernelsmaybetakenasinclusions
and so, may be iaentinea witi their domains. Thus, in normal categories' whcn we

talkofkernels,weshallmeanaurricluesubobjectsofthedomairr.Noticetlratin
normal categories, cokernels need not be unique (only unique upto isor-norplrisnl)'

Wefirstcharacterizethoseregularsemigroups^gforwlrichcatcgorics[,(5)arrd
R(S) have kerneis and cokernels'

Noticetlrat[,(S)lraskernelsimpliestliat[,(S)haszerowlrichisaminirtrum
left ideal. This must also be a D-class. Now in order that R'(5) may have kernel

.l
n'

!:-l

t

I
i

,,
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or cokernel, [R,(^t) must also have zero. This must therefore represent an }f-class
of ^9. Thus, the quotient of ^9 with respect to this D-class is a regular semigroup

rvith zero. ConsequentlS we shall assume in the following that .9 is a regular
senrigroup with zero so that f,(S) and R(S) are categories with zero.

Leuun 7.1. L(.9) has liernels [cokernels] if and only i{ R.(S) has cokernels [lker-
nt'ls].

Pnoor: Recall fronr Theorem 4.1, Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.8, that if
p(e,n,,/):5e * 5'.f is any morphism in [,(S) , then its transpose p'(e,u, f): f S -*
c5- is ,\(/,rr,e). Also notice that if 0 is the zero morphism of [,(^9), its transpose

is the zero of R(.9): Now assurne that [,(.9) has kernels and let A = ](/, u, e) €
R,(5'). Then A* = p(e,t,/):.9e - Sf . Let ^99 be the kernel of .\', where

gu'€. If j = p(g,g,e):^9g e .9e, then by the remarks above and Corollary 4.7,
IJ' = U,\-). = 0* = 0. Now sttppose that ,\,t - 0' We rnay assullle without
loss of generalit.y that l' is a retraction. Let k = \(e,gt,g'), g'ae. Then li* =
p(g',g',e) is the inclusiott of 5'g' in ,5e and fr',\'= (,\A')* = 0'= 0. Since ^9g
is the kernel of ,\', we have Sg'g Sg. Hence gta'g. Therefore by Equation
(3.8*), )(.,g,g))(g, g',g') = )(e , 9',9').This proves that g.9 (i.e., the retractiott
)(r,g,g) ) is a cokernel of ).

Norv assunre that [,(.9) has cokernel and let Sg be a cokernel of )' =
plf ,u,e) rvhere ,\ = )(e, u,/). Assurue that gue. Thus ^99 is the imageof retrac-
tiou ct such that .\'e = 0. Clt'arl.r,. ct = p(e.g,g). Then ct*A = ()*o)* = 0. Now
if [' = )(lr. fr. c), A.ue is an inclusion such that &') = 0 , then f,'* = p(e, h, h) is a re-

traction rvith )*[* = 0. Since .9g is a cokernel, there is a morphisur p' = p\g.u,h)
rvlrere r'€ g5h such tlrat .ap' = p(€,g.g)plg, r'.h) - p(€,gr',h) = p(e,h.h). Ilence
gr' = l! = lr. This provcs that lr*"'g antl heuce AS C gS. Therefore 95- is the

ktrnel of ). Since [,(.9'1 = R(5). wht're ^9o is the left-right dual of 5-, this
courpletcs the proof of the k'ututa.

Tlteons\r 7.2. Let ^9 be a rugu/ar strrrigroup w'ith zero. Then the categorl' [,(S)
Ira-s kerrre'l.s if antl only if for eyer.r' € € E(5'). the left annihilator of ererl' s € e5e
i-s a principal itlcal in e 5e .

PRoon: Assuure that ,5 satisfies the condition that for every e € E(^9), the left
annihilator of r € e^9e in e5e is a principal ideal in e,Se. Since every morphisnr
in [,(S) has a nonnal factorization it is sufficient to show that every retraction in
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[,(S) has kernel' Let p = Ple'9'9\' 9ue' be a retractiotr' Thcn the annihilator

of g€ $t=eSeisaprincipalideal'.say ^9th' Since hc"'re' j- p(h''h'c):She Se

is an inclusion and jp = plh'hg'"\ - p(h'0'e) = 0 by Equation (3'8)' Now

lct ^9lc ! Se (wittt i'") antt i'' = 0' where | -- p(k'&'e):^9lc e Se' Tht'n

p(k,A'g,e) = 0 and this inrplies llg = 0' Ilence fr e ^9'h and so ftt^rrft' Ilcttct'

SI; g Sh'and this proves ittu, Sl, is the kernel of p(e'9'9)' Tlcrefore evt'ry

morphism in [,(5) ha's the kernel'

conversety, *r;;;";* u,tsl has kernels. Ler e € f(s) and r € ,s' = c^sc'

Also, let ,sft bc tire ker.el of p - p(e,r,e), where hoe' Thcn jp = 0' wltcrt'

j-p(h,h,e):S[gS"tfu€^9'anduc=0'theuPle'u'e)p=p(e'tr'e)=0'
Ilcnce uc = 0. ti foUo*' that Im p(eltt'e) = Su g:9O; i'e'' u' € Sh" 'I'hus

tl{!eSefl.gh=S,h.TlrereforeS,lr,istlrearrnilrilatoroftinS'.Tlriscontlrlt.tt's
the proof' 

' .) !^^- raractcrizatiott of thost'
Leurura 7.1 and Theoretrr 7'2 lead to the following clr

rcgular seruigroups ^9 for which ['(S) has both kemels and cokcrncls'

Tilponelt 7.3. Foraregularsetttigrortp s'rrith zero'the followingstate'lttt'tttsart'

t'tluiralent. n,.- ^-

(i) fo, each e € E(S) ' eSe i's a strongly regular Daer 'scrttrgroup'

izl u,tSt and R'(S) have lie'rnels'.

irl niSl has both kerrte'ls an<l cokernels'

Pnoor: Equivalence of (2) and (3) follorvs fromLetuma 7'1' statenrent (1) intplic's
t

Statemeut (2) by Theorem T'2'

r\ssutne that (2) holds and le't e € E(S)' Then.every,:t:1T".:.:t":';:

,,., i* il;r'll,'l l'",-;il;r, o,,a tl ese are principat idcals i. .s'' Nowlir

5-'s is any principal left itleal of .s'.i:'d";.f :"iy,:* "t::l:.:il:'.T:;; X:;,1""r'T: li::i' ;; ;;il*ior ii " retraction :'r i.::lil't;"'T,i,:,.:t
p. It p' - p(e,h,Lr') is this retraction',ttt:'lit":ul f:t:::,:i*.:"i::Jr::i:|
l;,,,i'n,f** ;1";:;;;".,*r'"*,, right ideat or .e'. i' rh:t::',.:l.i':^T:.::lT;:'i"

ot R,(S) a'rtd so, is the riglrt arrrrilrila'tor of .o,''" eletrrents of S,. [t follorvs tlrat 5-,

is a strortgly regular Baei scnrigloup' Tliis cotupletes the proof'

Tlrefollorvingcorollaryisittrtrrediate.Forthedefirritiorrsoflatticetlteoretic
corrcepts,wereferthereaderto[5l.Tlreequivaletlceofstatcrrretrts(l)arrc}(2)
below is rvell-knowrt (see [26] and [30])'
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Conor,le,ny 7.4. For a regular monoid .9 with o, the following sfafements ate

equivalent.
(1) ^t is strongly rcgular Baer semigroup.

(2) SIL and Sl9 are dually isomorphic, complemented modular lattices.
(3) Categorfes [,(S) and R(^9) have kernels.

(a) The category [,(^9) has both kemels and cokernels.

Recall from [26] that if -t is a complemented modular lattice, then the scl.

B(L) of all binormal mappings of ^t into itself is the maximum fundarnental
strongly regular Baer semigroup. It follows from Theorem 6.6 and the Corollary
above that [,(B(I)) is isomorphic to a subcategory of b(I) ' 

the category of all

normal mappings on .t. Also, [,(B(I)) is clearly the maximum subcatcgory of
b(.t) having kernel and cokernel. Hence we have:

Conoll.lnv 7.5. Let L be a regular partially ordered set. Then L is a cottt-

plemented modularlattice if and only if b(L) contains a subcat<"gory 61f; "'itl,
fternels and cokernels sucfi that ub(L) = L. Moteover, if tr satisfes tfiis condi-

tion and if b(L) is the rnaximum subcategory with this property, tficn Tb(L) i.s

isomorphic to B(L).

Recall from [32] that a.category b is pre-additive if every ltome*set b(c, d) of
b carries the structure of an Abelian group in which the addition is bilinear with

respecttothecomposition; i.e. if f,g € b(c,d), he(c',c) and ['e b(rl,d'),tltt,n

h(f +s)= hf +hs, (f +ilk= fk+ sk.

Also, if b has subobjects, rve shall say that b is lnrntded if b ha.s 0 att<l a

largest object, say 1. By Remark 3.3, if b is normal, thctt tltc sctttigrorrlr 7'h

is isomorphic to b(1,1) and if b is pre-additive, theu b(1,1) is a r<rgula,r ring

(cf. [10]). ConverselS if fi is a regular ring in the sense of [10], then it is clcar

that [,(.R) is bounded, pre-additive, normal category. Thus we have thc followirrg

theorem.

Tnponpu 7.6. A bounded norma,I category b is pre-additive if and only if h i
isomorphic to [,{,?) for some regular ring R.

Rnuanrc 7.1. If .B is a regular ring, it is rvell-known that Il.lL = /, is a <'on

plemented modular lattice (see [f0], [30]) and the multiplicatire scntigroup of /l

I
I{

i
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is a strongly regular Baer semigroup. Hence tlte fundanlental rcPresentation of

R is a subsemigroup B(I). Consequeutl-v, the fuucto1 I; defincd by (6'5) is a

quotient functor Fr:[,(.R) --* O1Z,;, where U(,[) dcnote tltc subcategory of b(I)

whose morphisms have kernels and cokerttcls. Fu is uot. itt gertera'I, surjectivc'

But all retractions and inclusions of o1l1 irot"ng to thc ituagc <t[ F, aud so

i1z,; = cor ap1 belongs to Im F, (sce $2). Ileuce therc is a rcgular subring

Itt g R such that RIL = /?'/A and 4, ir surjective frorrr [,(/l') onto b(-t).

Therefore, given a complementecl nrodular lattice tr, t,ltt'1lt'oblcitt o['r:ottstructirtg

a coordinatizing ring ,R for .L, is equivalcnt to cottstt'uctitlg a l)l('l' a<ltlitive tlortrtal

category b having O1f,; ut a quotiettt. Notice that givcn tltc t:att'got'y b(-L), rvtt

cana,lwaysconstructauniversalp|e-adclitivccategor.r'r\<l,l (b(f)) (tr'[32]'p'22)'

Ilowever, this category need not be normal. IIence /, co ,oltlinittizes a rcgttlar rittg

if and only if Add (6(r)) has a quotient u'lrich is uorrrtal atrd pre-a<lrlitive. Whcn

.L has a homogeneous basis of order ) zl or if it has a. ltottlogetttxrtts basis o[order

3 and satisfies certain additional conditiorts, olte call extrar:1, tltt' cotls{rttcl,iotr of a

pre-additive normal category fronr the corlstruction givctt in [8]'

Another importalt class of exa.mplt-.s for troltnal catcgolics anrl ct'oss-

connections arise in the stucly of semisiriiple objcctr of variorts typcs (sce [;]2])

for an abstract definition of setnisimple objccts irr d'catqgory). It is trasy to sotr

that given any semisimple object A, thc ca,tcgor.y b(,4) of subobjccts of .rl is
normal. Here, we shall consider the catcgol'y tha.t a.rises a:; srtbobjects category ol'

group-algebras (cf' [29]).

Let G be a group and .I( be a fickl such that Ii'[G] is d. scmisinrple. 'I'his

is true if either 1( is an uncountable field and G is a p'-group i[ charactcrisl'it:

of /( is p (i.e., G does not contain a,ny eletnent of ortler p), or G is a finitc

p,-group (and 1( is any field of cha,racteristic p) (sec [29]). Thus if ch,Ii = 0,

io, uny group G, Iilcl is semisimple if /i is ttou-dcnurncrablc alrd if G is {irritc'

then /i[G] is always semisirnple. In the follorving rve shall alrvays assulne that 1i-

and G are such that /([G] is semisimple. In this case, any G-module V (that'

is, a vector space over 1( which is a 1([G] module) is scmisirrrPle' Note tlt:rt a

vector space V over /i is a G-module if there is a,n action of G on / ; f|lat is, a

homomorphism of G into the group of automorphisms of V. We shall write this'

action on the riglit and call v, a right G-module. If v is a riglrt G-module, it

is ea,sy tosee that v* = Hom (%Ii) is aleft G-module utrdcr thc actiort dcfin<j(l
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(o)(sJ) = @g)f

V,geGand f eV*. Further\f g:V
(i.e., a linear map of vector spaces such

G , or equivalently, a I{(G) - linear map),

-. V' is a right G-module
that rp(ug) = g@)g for all
then we define ?*:V'* --- V*

for all u €
morphism
u €V, g €
by:

(7.2)

for all f e V''. It is easy

that the assignments

(7.3)

p*(f): pf

to verify that g* is a (left) G-module morphism and

Dr:V -V*, ?-g*

is a contravariant functor of the categbry of all right G-modules into the category
of left G-module. Cleafly, there is a dual D1 frorn left G-modules into right
G-modules. In particular, if S(V) =. Bnd V (the endomorphism semigroup of
the G-module), then the.mapping ? * p* is a,n antihomomorphism of ^9(V)
into .9(7.)o which is injectivb. This homomorphism of 5(V) into 5(V.) (the
left-right dual of .9(y.)) will be called the dual homornorphism. We have the
following:

Pnoposrrtol 7.7. Let V be a G-module. Let'I't(V') denote the category whose

objects are submodules of V and morpltisms are G-ntorpfiisnts. Then S(V) is a
regular semigroup suih that the following holds.

(1) L(.t(y)) is isomorphic to I,I(V).
(2) R(.9(y)) is isomorphic to N-I[Qr).

Pnoor: Regularity of ^9(V) is an immcdiate consequence of semisimplicity. In-
deed, if a e S(V), and if p is a projection onto a complement of ker a, then

the corresponding idempotent of .9(V) is 3-rela,ted to a in .9(V). Thus a is

regular.
The isomophism (1) may be defined as follows:

F'(.9e) - fn e, F(p(",u, f )) = zllm e.
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Isomorphisn (2) is a consequence of Theorem 3.14. Notice that the map a +
o,, o eTM(V) is an isomorphism of fMV) onto .9(V):

Now for H(",-) e N'It{(V), define (where e € ^E(S(y))),

(7.4i) F.(H(e,-)) = ker E

where Iot W e V, W denotes the annihilator of W. lf q: fl(e,-) + .E(e', -) is a
morphism in lf'M(V), 4 induces a unique c:Im e'-r fm e, Identifying (Im e)*
rvith lm r-*. we see that there is the unique morphism o*:Im e* -r Im e". Sinc.e

Irrr e' = l;ir e, c* is a morphism from &er e to kir e'. We set

(7.4ii) ri(?) = o'

Dually {or W ?VM(V),let 
::::i

G.(W) = H.(qi,-)

{:.|
'{{

j

i
T

I
I

t
'l
J
r:
T

(7.5i)
{
ai

wlrcre e is an idempotent in S(V) with Im e = W. Ttis is well-defined since if
Irrr e = fm e', then ele' in ^9(V) 4nd so 'i*Ret* .in S(I1.). Hence by Lemma

3.13, H(e*, -) = H(e'*,-). Further, if i:W1 3, W, is a morphism and if
tt e E(S(V)) is such that Im ei =W;, then o indirces'a morphism a*:'Im e!'''+
Irl ei. Since lf(ei,-) is representable by Im ei, this induces a unique mor-

lrlrisrn q:II(ei,) -- H(ei,-). It addition, 7 is independent of the choice of the
i<lcnrpotents e1 and e2. Hence

( 7.5ii)

is wcll-dofined.

G*(a) - q

PnoposttroN 7.8. F*:N*M(V) - M(V*), G*:M(V\ + N*M(V*) areinjective
firnctors such that (fl,G.) is tfte morphisms of cross-connections inducing the
dual homomorphism. ri ..

I)noor: We first show that the map defined bV'(T:A) is injective. We have, by
(7.4i),

F*(II(e,-)) = F*(II(et,-)) {+ Icir e = kir e' € lcer e = ker e'

I'r.
'_-a

I
t
j

,
rf'
#fi
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t
r',
,.

I
t"
I;t

I
I

i

This implies that eR.e' in S(Iz) and so by Lemma 3.13, H(",-) = Il(e', -).
We next show that .P. is a functor. Consider morphisms q:H(er-) -r

H(e',-) and y': II("',-) - II("",-). Recall that if c:Im e' - Im e is the

morphism in M(V) induced by 4, then

q.= q.M(VXo,-h"lt

where q":E(e,-) -+ M(Iz)(Im ",-; i, the canonical representation of ff(e,-)
(see Proof of Lemrna 3.13). Thus we have

W' - rl.M(VXo'*, -)njl

where a':Im e" -* Im e' isthe morphism induced by q'. It follows by (7.4ii)'that:

,r^

F*(rrrt'\ = 1o'a)- -- a,*c'' - F-(r)F-(rf)
''fl:

Suppose that F.(1) - F*(f) wherC q, i:H(",-) - H(e',-). BV (7.4ii) c* -
a'*. Now; Im e* = kir ? and for all / € Im e*,

A.(/) =:q7'- .t*(f) = o'I
'l !

If a l o', we can find i e Im e' such that o(c) * o'(r).This implies that there

is /€ Ime* suchthat ("(t))l =0 and ("'(r))f 10. Thus af *a'f and this

contradicts the equaliiy o* 
= 

o.''. $ence &=.a ,i.e., ,l - y'. Therefore .F* is
raithful. This proves that r'. iq injective.

In a similar way, if u)rttlz e V M(a) ,

G-(Wi = G,(Wz) <+ II(ei, -) = H(ei,-),

by (7.5i), where r"1,€2 € E(.S(ft)) with Im ei = Wi, i = !,2. Dy Lemma 3.13, this
is true if and only if ei?.ei itr.^T(o.) and so e1Le2 in S(V). Thus tr1 = Im er =
Im e2 = tr2. Hence the map"defined by (7.5i) is injective. Now if eiu)1 -+ w2 is a

morphism in M(V) and i{ {t*:Im ei -Im ei is the transpose of a (where e; e
. E(.9(u)), with Im e; = I4l;), then the unique morphism q:II(ei,-) -"+ II(ei,-)
'induced by a* is

\ -- \'iM(V)(o- '-)q"-i'

i'
q
e

.iit'l-

)
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{

Thus

G.(o) = q"iltI(V)(o', -),1#

It follorvs immediately (a^s in the proof for fl ) that G, is a functor and that G*

is faithful. This proves that G. is also injective.

Proposition 7.7 shows that ,S(V) induces & cfoss-cornection, say f between

nl(l'') and N',[f(]') (whictr is isomorphic to the identity functor on /V.M(V)
since .9(l') = TIuI(V\). Let E € f denote the biordered set of | (cf. Propo-

sition 5.1). Then (tll, H("r,-)) e El if and only if W € Mfl(e,-) and so

there is an idempotent e' € ^t(y) where Im et i 17 and e/Ae. Then by (7.ai)

and (7.5i), G*(U/), F,(H(e',-))) e Ef if I* is the cross-connection induced

by S(l'-). This proves that the pair (G,,,F,) satisfies axiom I of Definition 5.1.

Axiom II follorvs from the fact that the transpose of otl':lTr ',Wz from If(e2,-)
to I{(e1,-), where Im e; = }7i, is rl"rlj{fitor,-hr-rt. A little computation

using (5.5), (5.b*) and (5.10) shows ttrai s($.-i Ir.) is the.same as the dual homo-

rurorphism. .;"Fd*'

Rott.{,nx 7.2. Identifying N.I/(V) with the im.age of 4, we can say that there

exists a cross-conn-ection between M(V\: = Iu1i,* and M(V). This identifica-

tion, identifies the transpose of a:W1+ Wz' witt the usual transpose a* of the

classical linear algebra. This identificatio3 is particularli'!S meaningful in the case

in which V is a reflexive G-module. I '

G-module, it is easy to veiify that,the,4atural mpp of V into V**

'l"''
u - i, i(f) = (rlf for all f eV'

is a G-module morphism. For, if c € V, g E G, then

( cil(il = @g)! - (,)kI\ - ak|!= (tqXJ),
p

for all f e V*. If V is reflexive, i.e. if c - i is an isomorphism it is easy to
see that every subspace of V* is the annihilator of some subspace of V and every

morphism of subspaces of V' is the transpose of some morphism of subspaces of
V. Thus, in this case, the functor fi defined by (7.4) is an isomorphism. H6nce:

IfVisa
defined by:

(7.6)

I

1

.*

t'x

1
9
:l

.4
a

{

fi
,,

t
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TuooReLa 7.9. Let V be a reflexive G-module (overK). Then there exists a

cross-connection T:M(V-) -- M(V) such that:
(r) 3f is isomorphic to S(V);
{2) The transpose o{ a:W1 -- Wz relative to I is the same as the usual franspose

a*:W2 - Wr (where Wi is identified with a subspace of V* ). //
-/Let V be a G-module. H LT:V) denote the semigroup of all linear end-

morphisms of V as a vector space, then it is well-known that the maximum
idempotent separating congruence on f,"(V) is given by (see [26], Example 19):

(7.7) ppe' + g' -- ag for. a € 1(

If L = 'P{V) , the lattice ol all subspaces of V , then .t is a complemented mod-
ular lattice and LT(V)lp, can be,':i€p,ltified with a subsemigroup of B(I). This
identifies S(V)Ip also as a semigro.up':of B(.[). Moreover, tlie action of G on V
induces an action on ,[ by collinea{.iiins and the mapping belonging to S(V)lp.
are those that preserve this action.'iThus .9(I) = S(V)Ip gives rise to a nor-
mal subcategory of the category .b(L), the maximum subcategory of b(Z) having
kernels.and cokernels. ',"'ii

More generally, by a G-lattice ('where G is a group) we shall mean a com-
plemented modular lattiie ,t'on which G acts by collineation (see [1]). In the
following, we shall consider oirly those lattices I which are isomorphic to the sub-

spa.ce lattices of a vector spEce over a field. Structure of such lattices a,re quite well
unelcrstood (see [5]). We have seen that G-lattices (of this type) naturally arise

in the study of G-modules (or representations of groups). Perha,ps they are even

more relevant in the study of projective representations of groups. Recall that a

plojective rcpresentation of agroup G is amapping p:G -, GL(V) where V is a
vector space of finite din-rension and GL(V) denote the group of all linear isomor-
plrisnrs o1 1z (called the genera,l linear group) such that for each pan g,h e G,
rve have

(7.8) p(g)p(h) = ap(sh)

for sorrre o = olg,h) e Ii (cf. [t+]). It is clear that p induces a homomorphism
p:G,.; GL(V)Ik- rvhere l'* is the multiplicative group of non-zero elements of
A'. It,'is rvell-known that Gl,(I,')/A'* may be identified with the group of projective
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transformations of the projective geometty L = ?(V) which is a subgroup of the

group of units of B(L). Notice that the Sroup of units of B(L) are precisely the

group of collineations of .D aqd so any projective representation induces a unique

G-lattice structure on L.
Let L be a G-lattice. An ideal L' - {a':a' S a, a e L} is called a G-

sublattice of .t if .L' is stable under the action of G , this is equivalent to the fact

that the largest element a of. Lt is a fixed point for the action of G. we shall say

that L is reducible if for every G-sublattice L' , there is a saski projection (i.e:,

an idempotent of B(.t) see [26] and [30])e onto L' such that e(x)g = e(ca) for

all c € .t and g e G. From [26], we see that this is equivalent to requiring that

whenever a is a fixed point of .t for the action of. G , then there is a complement

a' of a which is also fixed bY G.

The followilg is the analogue of Mas-clrke's theorem for G-lattices.

Trteonuu 7.10. Let Ii be afield and G be agroup. Assume that L is a G-

Ia.ttice, where L = P(V) for some vector'space V over I{ of dimension 2 3'

Then L is reducible in the following cases.'

(1) /i is uncountable and ch I( = 0.

(2) 1( is uncou ntable, ch I( = p aq,d no eletieni of G is of ordet p.

(3\ G is finite and ch I( does not divide the arder of G'

Pnoor: Suppose that ,[ is a G-lattice with homomorphism p:f, -* Aut(.L),

rvlrerc Aut(I) is a group of collineation of .L (or the group of units of B(L))'
Now for each g e G, p(il is a collineation of.,t.and since'dim L > 3 (since

dirn v ) 3 by hypothesis) by fundamental theorem of projective geometry (see

[l], and Remark 7.3 ,below), there is a semilinear isomorphism P(g) of v such

tlrat for all subspace W g V, we have

p(g)lw\= Fk)(w) - wg ('"Y)

ll.ecall (cf. [1]), that a semilinear map of v, is an additive homomorphism / such

tlrat tlrere is an automorphisrn p, of I( satisfying /("r) = p,(a)J@) for all a € I(
arrrl u € I/. For each g € G choose F@) a" above. For brevity, the automorphism

associated with p(q) will be indicated by the assignment

a-Qe, ae Ii.

Also for a € l/, t'p(g) will be written as ug.
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Suppgse thiit g, h e G. 'Ihen for any ?, € V , n'e have

< agh )={ ug } h :1 D > gh =< ugh >

where < u > denote the subspace of V generated by o. So therc is a € If such

that
agh - "(rgh\

Now if u e V is another vector. then we must have wEh = B@gh) afi
(u + w)Eh, = ^t(o + r)gE for B,.y e I(. Hence

awgh + gwgh = (u + u,)gh =,yasE +,yugh

?ll are linearly independent, we must have a :1 = B. Hence for each

€ G, there is a unique constant ol7,hl € .If such that (cf. Equation
If u and
patr g,h
7.8):

agh = afg,h](ash)

for all a € V. We may choose 1 = 1, where 1 is the identity of G. Frorrr

associativity"of action of G on .t, we obtain

(7.e) clfs, hk)alh, kl = o[sh, k)a[g, h]k

for all g,h,,k € G. This shows that the map a[ , ]tG x G --- /i * is a factor
system for an extension of G by 1i*. Let H = {Ea:(g,o) e G x I(*}, where ga
denote the map a--- (ug)a. Define multiplication 11 by:

(7.10) gahB = glrc.ls,h)on p

It is routine to check that .Il becomes a group under this multiplication, which
is an extension of G by 1(*. Also .Il naturally acts on V and hence V is a,rr

11-module.

Now by Lemma ?.1.6 of 1291, I([H] is semisimple in cases (1) and (2). In
case (3), semisimplicity follows from Theorem 7.2.1. Since V is a,n //-moduie,

'semisimplicity of I((H) implies semisimplicity of V (See [32]). If Vlr C V is an

I/-submodule, clearly G fixes W and so L(W) is G-sublattice. Moreover therc
is a projection p:V --- W which is .[I-linear. ]Ience the map [p]tV' - V'p is

a projection of i onto L(W). Conversely W € .t is fixed by G, then for any
, e W, ga e H, aga - (ril" €Wg - W. Hence by the semisimplicity of I/,
there is a projection p:V - W that is I/-linear. This completes the proof.
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Rounnr 7.3. The fundamental theorem of projective geometry applied above

states that given a collineation g: B - B of a finite dimensional projective ge-

ometry over a fixed -I(, there is a automorphism pl of I( and a transformation
rp', semilinear with respect to pr such that for all subspace W g V, (where V
coordinatizes B ) we have ?(W) - Wp' (see [1]). This result can be extended

to an infinite dimensional lattice L : P(V) by an application of Zon's Lemma.

Using results of [29] it is possible to extend the statement (3) above to some wider

class of groups - for example, ,the class of groups having an Abelian subgroup of
finite index.

Suppose that L is a reducible G-lattice. It is easy to see that there is
a subcategory b(G,L) whose objects are G-sublattices of L and morphisms

are morphisms of O1.f; 1ttt" maximum subcategory of b(I) having kernels and

cokernel- see Corollary 7.5) which are compatible with the action of G on .L;

i.e., /: L(a) -- L(at) is a morphism in b(G, L) if f (rg) = f (t)S for all' x e L(x)
and g € G. By Corollary 7.4 Tb(G,L) = ,S(G,I) (say) is a strongly regular Baer

semigroup. S(G,L) is a regular subsemigroup of B(I). We have:

Tuponnu 7.17. Let G be a group and' L b-e,a rcducible G-lattice. Then

the category b(G,L) of all G-sublattices of L is normal and the semigroup

Tb(G,L) = S(G,L) is a strongly rcgular Baet semigtoup.

Rnlranr 7.4. Given a G-lattice L , we may study the representation associated

with ,[ by studying the fin€ structure of the semigroup S(G,L) in the same way

as we study linear representations using the associa,ted modules. In particular, this

is particularly suitable in studying projective representation, the action of G on

the associated lattice -t (or projective geometry) is by projective isomorphisms;

i.e., collineation that preserve cross--ratios. The classical procedure in this case

is to study the twisted group algebra determined by the factor system associated

with the representation (see [1a] and [29]). This factor system (which is a. co-

chain in this case) is completely determined by the associated G-lattice and any

information that can be obtained from the twisted group algebra could also bd

deduced the associated G-lattice of subspaces of the algebra in a co-ordinate free

way. In the more general case also, the factor system (see Equation (7.8)) could

be used to define a'twisted algebra' associated with the representation. We also

remark that, given a G-lattice L , the semigroup S(G, L) is a subsemigroup of the

fundamental semigroup B(L); but ^9(G,,t) is not in general, fundamental. For,

I
r
I

I

I
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even when the representation is linear, the p-class containing identity of. S(G,L),
is in one-to-one correspondence with a projective geometry of dimension h - 1,

where h is the dimension of the centre of commutant algebra of the algebra of

linear transformations generated by the representation (see [35] for details)'

We end this paper by indicating some further classes of examples of normal

categories. One such example arises in bonnectiort:with unit regular semigroups

(see [37]). This a,rises as category of G-subsets of a G set (i.e., a group G and

a set on which G acts by permuta.tions). I

Another interesting class of examples arise as categories of finite Bool'ean

algebras with morphisms as Boolean algebra homomorphism which are also normal

in the sense of Grillet [8]. This includes complexes (see [33]), buildings of spherical

type [36], etc. as exa,mples. Results from [33] and [36] indicate that study of

these normal categories as well as semigroups associated with them will be of

considerable interest. Other sources include categories whose objects are closed

subspacfs of a Hilbert or Banach space (see [13]), categories of finitely generated

projective modules over regular rings. [fO] etc.
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